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This report covers work done on performance analysis of a 5 inch,
54 caliber gun-launched guided projectile with solid fuel ramjet (SFRJ).
A computer program (TRAJET) was developed. The program contains
ramjet and trajectory analysis. The ramjet part considers conical
shock wave losses, inlet boundary layer losses, normal shock losses,
subsonic diffuser recovery, expansion into combustor losses, heat losses
at the combustor and nozzle losses.
A flat earth trajectory with drag and thrust was considered. The
various drag coefficients which were considered are: cowl drag coefficient,
skin drag coefficient, wing (or fin) wave drag coefficient and wing (or
fin) friction drag coefficient. Base drag is assumed to be zero due
to the jet from ramjet nozzle.
It was found that the cowl drag coefficient has a major influence
on the results. Therefore, a separate program (AERO) was developed to
calculate this parameter.
The 5"/54 solid fuel ramjet has a capability to produce fuel
specific impulse in the order of 400-900 sec. depending mostly on the
flight altitude. The thrust coefficient varies in the range of 0.3±0.1
depending on the internal areas.
A range in the order of 50 miles can be achieved with the ramjet
operation compared to only 13 miles achieved by the conventional pro-
jectile. At low-altitude launch, a range of over 18 miles can be reached
with the ramjet version. Launches at high elevation angles can be
useful in air-defense scenario. The ramjet propelled projectile reaches
the ranges mentioned above at high Mach numbers (M^l.8). It is, therefore,
clear that the ramjet concept provides significant improvement and has
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This report covers work done on propulsion and flight me-
chanics of a gun-launched guided projectile. Gun-launched guided pro-
jectiles have been developed by Martia Marietta for the U.S. Army
(Copperhead) [1,2] and more recently, also, for the U.S. Navy [3,4]
(5"/54 Mark 46). The USN round has solid rocket propulsion.
The addition of a liquid fuel ramjet (LFRJ) to the Navy's
version, was examined in the past by Brown [5], This report concentrates
on the addition of a solid fuel ramjet (SFRJ), instead.
It is believed that solid fuel ramjet has some potential
advantages compared with the liquid fuel. Some of these advantages
are:
-Simple design
-High reliability in operation
-Low cost
-Fuel control system not needed
On the other hand, there are also a few disadvantages to SFRJ compared
to LFRJ. Some of these are:
-Difficult to control magnitude of thrust
-Difficulties in achieving high combustion efficiencies
In both cases, the addition of propulsion improves dramatically,
the performance of the orojectile by multiplication of range and enhanced
maneuverability. Even more; to operate and produce thrust, the ramjet
engine depends only on its forward motion at supersonic speeds and does
not employ any moving parts. This fact, which is especially emphasized
in SFRJ, leads to some advantages of the ramjet concept over the other
1
propulsion alternatives, at supersonic speed. On the other hand, the
ramjet engine requires an auxiliary booster to accelerate it to its
supersonic operating regime. The boost required causes some system
difficulties. But, while solving these problems, the ramjet system
becomes even more attractive for use with gun-launched guided pro-
jectile, like the U.S. Navy 5
7
54.
A computer program was developed to analyze the performance
of the SFRJ. The computer program was written for the IBM-370
computer at the Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. HTPB
was selected as a fuel, but performance with any other fuel can be tested,
using the same model. A flat earth trajectory with drag and thrust was
considered. Using solid fuel, a thrust-equal -drag trajectory is more
difficult to achieve with SFRJ. Therefore, most of the results given
in this report eliminate this case, and the exact value for drag, at
each point, was calculated. However, if desired, it is possible to
change the air mass flow, in order to obtain thrust-equal -drag flight.
The computer program can calculate this case also.
1 .2 Basic Concept
The ramjet engine consists of an air inlet, which serves as
a diffuser, a combustion chamber, and an exhaust nozzle [6,7]. The
diffuser admits air to the engine, which is mixed with fuel (solid or
liquid) at the combustor. After the burning process, which adds heat
to the flowing air within the system, the gases are transfered to the
nozzle. The nozzle converts part of the thermal energy into kinetic
energy to produce thrust.
The areas inside the ramjet engine are usually divided into























































section area of the stream tube captured by the inlet of the projectile.
Stations 1 and 2 identify the diffuser. Station 1 itself is at the
throat of the diffuser, but sub-station 1C is after the conical wave;
sub-station 11 and SI are ahead of the normal shock wave, located at
the throat, or at the actual place, respectively; sub-stations 12 and
S2 are as above, but behind the normal shock wave. Stations 3 and 4
refer to the entrance and to the exit of the fuel grain within the
combustor, respectively. Note that both A^ and A* increase with time
as fuel burns. Station 5 and 6 belong to the nozzle's throat and to
the exit of the nozzle, respectively.
1.3 Data
1.3.1 Dimensions
In order to be compatible with the Navy's 5 inch, 54 caliber,
Mark 46 gun mount, as modified for gun launched guided projectiles
(Figure 1.2), a set of requirements were adapted initially. These were:
a. External shape of existing 5" guided SAL projectile
b. Length - 60.97"
c. Length of combustion chamber - 23"
d. Total weight - 104.7 lb.
e. Muzzle velocity - 2500 ft/sec.
Typical values for the internal areas in the ramjet within the













19.3 5.2 2.6 4.3 8.2 7.5 13.1
Refer to Figure 1.1 for definition of the areas. A is a reference area.
For typical flight Mach number of: MQ = 3, the appropriate Mach numbers
at the main stations are typically:
M
1C
Mn M 12 M2 M 3 M 5 M 6
2.2 2.1 0.56 0.3 0.1 1 2
1.3.2 Combustion Process
Some of the losses in the total pressure were taken to be
constant. These are:
a. Inlet boundary layer losses U'
D
; typically = 0.93).
b. Subsonic diffuser recovery (^"n; typically = 0.93).
c. Nozzle losses (it ; typically = 0.96).
These values are typical and are not expected to vary too much.
All the other losses in total pressure, which are dominant to
the projectile performance, were calculated. These are:
a. Conical shock wave losses (n>).
b. Normal shock losses (tt.J,
c. Losses due to expansion into the combustion chamber (tt ).
d. Heat losses in the combustion chamber (tt.).
See section A 1.4.2 for definition of various tt . Combustion efficiency
was taken constant: n-r = 0.90
Air heat capacity ratio was also taken constant: v* = 1-4; however, the
a
value for the gas heat capacities ratio of the combustion products (y^)
was calculated from thermodynamic data for Hydroxy Terminated Polybutadiene,
HTPB, burned in air [8]. The stoichiometric chemical reaction of HTPB
burning with oxygen is as follows:
4 C
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In the trajectory part of the program, the various drag coef-
ficients were calculated. Those are:
a. Cowl drag coefficient (C
DN ), [9-121.
6
b. Skin drag coefficient (C
DS ),
[13-15].
c. Wing (or fin) wave drag coefficient (C
nww ), [16
- 20].
d. Wing (or fin) friction drag coefficient (C
DW p), [13, 19].
Base drag [13, 21-23] is assumed to be negligible due to the jet from ramjet
nozzle.
The model, which was chosen to calculate the cowl (nose) drag
coefficient, was based on a theoretical development done by T. H. Gawain
[9]. The modified program (AERO) is listed in Appendix G. However,
program AERO as it is, appears to be too long to be used directly in the
main program (TRAJET). Therefore, best fit curves for calculated results
from AERO were used in TRAJET.
Skin drag coefficients were calculated for either laminar or
turbulent flows. The same routine was also used to calculate wing or fin
friction drag coefficients. To calculate the wing wave drag coefficients,
a psuedo 3-dimensional model was developed.
The program also has an option to calculate a trajectory of a
projectile without propulsion. In this case, the drag coefficients which
are calculated are:
a. Nose drag coefficient (a different model than the above).
b. Base drag coefficient
c. Skin drag coefficient (as above).
1.3.4 Air Defense Scenario
In the air defense scenario, the program takes into account only
cases in which the projectile exceeds a Mach number of at least 1.8. This
value of minimum Mach number (XM«) can easily be changed.
1.4 Results
Each section of the program was developed, tested and run sep-
arately. The ramjet part was first run without the trajectory part using
constant altitude (Typically - 10,000 ft). The same was done with the
trajectory part using vacuum case, thrust-equal -drag flight, or constant
thrust case. The final version was programmed to give the following
optional printings:
a. Loop on all possible values of A Q/A and Ar/Ar and print
summary tables only.
b. Print detailed, time dependent, tables for any specific area
ratio chosen:
- Results from combustion process (file name: CMB D)
- Results from trajectory process (file name: TRJ D)
- Various drag coefficients (file name: ORG D)
c. Detailed print of every step during the calculation, for
checkup.
d. Variation of the above:
Detailed print of cases that were found not to be
suitable:
- Reasons only
- Full detailed parameters
- Loop on Mach numbers, also (output of subroutine
CALCM)
2. TYPICAL RESULTS
Figure 2.1 presents the dependence of the fuel specific impulse (I
,
in sec.) of the ramjet on the projectile Mach number at various altitudes.
It appears that the 5"/54 ramjet has a capability to produce fuel specific
impulse in the order of 400 - 900 sec, depending mostly on the flight al-
titude. The dependence of I on the flight Mach number is weak.
Figures 2.2 and 2.3 present the dependence of the thrust coefficient
(C.) on the internal area ratios AQ/A and A^/A . In figure 2.2, the change
of Cp with altitude and with Mach number is also presented. The thrust coef-





changes from 0.42 to 0.26.
The correlation between the fuel specific impulse (I-
D )
and the thrust
coefficient (CJ is presented in figures 2.4 and 2.5. In both figures, a Mach
number of M« = 3.0 was selected. In figure 2.4, the correlation was checked
at various altitudes and at various A Q/A 5 area ratios. In figure 2.5, various
internal area ratios (AQ/A , Ar/A ) are presented.
More detailed results are presented in Appendix H. The dependence of the
projectile performance on the other internal area ratios (A,/A
Q , A2/AQ , A3/A )
was also checked. Some typical results are presented in that Appendix.
An altitude vs range dependence for various elevation angles is presented
in figure 2.5. A range of over 80 km can be achieved with the ramjet operation,
compared to only slightly more than 20 km achieved by the conventional pro-
jectile. A low-altitude launch (in this figure, an elevation angle of 15°
was selected) is also presented reaching a range of over 30 km with the ramjet
operation. The high elevation angles are mostly used in air-defense scenario.
The drag of the projectile when the ramjet is not operating, for example,
after burnout, was not determined. The computer program does not account
for the drag increase due to the ramjet not operating. Consequently some
of the trajectory curves in figure 2.6 are in error. However, for tra-
jectories at low gun elevation, the ramjet burns all the way to splash.
These trajectories are accurate. For all trajectories, the curves are
accurate to the point of ramjet burnout. The trajectories of interest to
air defense are accurately calculated. Trajectory of thrust-equal -drag
(vacuum) case is shown for comparison.
Results for air defense scenario are presented in figure 2.7. Only
ranges where the projectile Mach number exceeds at least 1.8 where con-
sidered. The area ratios where chosen as specified in the figure. The
two cowl angles, shown in figure 3.1 were 20° and 9.5° respectively.
The gun elevation angle was varied from 7° to 80°. The change of atmospheric
conditions with the altitude was taken into account. In table 2.1, some
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Note: 1. Area ratios as in Figure 2.7
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3. Discussions
Looking back at figure 2.1, the dependence of I on altitude and on
Mach number should be explained. We shall do that by using the equations
described in Appendix A.
From equations: (1.4.9a), (1.4.12), (1.4.16)









where: X, = k,P n

























"V ] (3 - 5)
The parameters k, to k,- are functions of the various area ratios, the
temperature of air (To), the heat capacity ratio of air (y ) and the
perfect gas constant (R_). These parameters are assumed to be constants
in discussing the influence of the change in altitude and in Mach number
on the value of I . The altitude dependence is mainly due to change in
atmospheric pressure (Pq). In the conditions chosen for figure 2.1, the
4dependence of I on pressure is approximately Pq ' at M~ =3. That means
that, in the region mentioned, I pressure dependence is mostly due to
change of X
3
(equations 3.1 & 3.2). From the same equations, the Mach




' ) is very close to the Cx dependence on Mach number
-1 3(M« ' ) and therefore I is almost constant while changing M«. On the
1 35












) and therefore I changes with M Q as shown in figure 2.1.
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Figures 2.2 - 2.5 present similar dependences of the ramjet performance,
and can well be understood using the same equations.
Testing these results, together with those presented in Appendix H,
the design of the ramjet internal area ratios can be completed. The
results are listed in Table 3.1.
20
Table 3.1: Ramjet Design
Dimensions :
External diameter = 5"
Total length = 60.97"






/AQ VAr VA r V A 1




= 19.3 sq. in. (124.5 cm2 )
Combustor
Solid fuel: Hydroxy Terminated Polybutadiene (HTPB)
Fuel weight: 3 kg
3
Fuel density: 971.56 kg/m
Fuel specific impulse (I SD ): 400
- 900 sec.
Booster
Booster weight: 2 kg
3
Booster density: 1650 kg/m
Booster specific impulse U SD ): 240 sec
Performance
Muzzle velocity: 762 m/sec





In figures 3.1 - 3.4, the designed ramjet concept is presented. The
guidance and the control sections as well as the warhead were not redesigned
The location of the tail fin is described in figures 3.3 - 3.4 [White, 24].
The configuration of the solid fuel ramjet presented here, is in accordance
with the design of the liquid fuel ramjet done previously by Brown [5].
The new design is also in agreement with the Navy's requirement to be
compatible with its 5"/54 Mark 46 gun mount, as modified for gun launched
guided projectiles.
Figure 2.6 presents a full -range comparison of the SFRJ 5"/54 pro-
jectile performance with that of the conventional projectile. The
improvement in oerformance of the ramjet-propelled, guided projectile is
very significant. The extended range of the ramjet concept can be used in
a "Surface-to-Surface Mission 11 (Table 2.1). The main improvement of the
ramjet concept might be in an "Air-Defense Mission" (figure 2.7). A
minimum Mach number of M« = 1.8 was assumed for both the ramjet concept
and the conventional projectile. At lower altitudes, the projectile is
limited by burn-out of the fuel. At higher altitudes, the performance
boundary is due to ramjet unstart. The conventional projectile is limited
by the Mach number decay to values less than 1.8. It is self-evident
that the ramjet concept provides significant improvement, and, therefore,
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SECTION 8-B
Figure 3.2 Solid Fuel Ramjet Propelled 5"/ 5
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Figure 3.4 Aft Body Fin Design: Section A-A [24]
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4. Conclusion
Based on the computer model discussed above, the ramjet-propelled,
guided projectile provides significant improvement over the conventional
projectile. The fuel specific impulse of the SFRJ is in the order of 600
±200 sec, depending mainly on the altitude of the projectile. The
appropriate value of the rocket is only 300 sec. The thrust coefficient
varies from 0.2 to 0.4, depending on the atmospheric conditions (altitude)
and on the geometry of the projectile (internal areas). Therefore, the
ramjet-propelled, guided projectile reaches a range of about 80 km compared
to range of slightly more than 20 km in the conventional projectile. The
improvement of the ramjet concept might be in both "Surface-to-Surface
Mission" and in "Air-Defense Mission". It provides an ASMD weapon which
is complementary to guided missiles.
More work is required to design an optical system incorporated into
the inlet. For satisfactory ramjet performance at the flight Mach numbers,
the lens must be a conical shape.
27
Appendix A: SOLID FUEL RAMJET: EQUATIONS
Al . Combustion
Al .1 Computation of fuel - regression rate, weight rate of
burning fuel, and fuel - air ratio
Define G as the weight flow rate of air per unit through the





and has dimensions of lb/sec. in . The simple form of the regression
rate of a solid fuel, f, is given by:
r = aG
n (1.1.2)
Where a and n are empirically determined constants. The dimensions for
r are in/sec. Knowledge of the temperature dependence of the regression
rate will allow the use of a more accurate model instead of equation
(1.1.2).










Where p~ is the density of the fuel in lb/in , D~ is the inside dia-
meter of the fuel grain. Note that D~ increases as 'the fuel burns.
The length of fuel grain is L
3
inches. For the case of HTPB, the value
3
of 0.0351 lb/in was taken. In an actual solid fuel ramjet, r varies
along the grain; r is largest in the region immediately downstream of
the entrance port of the combustor. However, for the ramjet model





D^ = D,n + 2! rdt (1.1.4)
-
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The integral form for the change in grain internal diameter is used
since r may vary with time. The initial grain inside diameter is D?n
inches, and the inside area for fuel grain as a function of time can be
written as
:
~ rn; ft -2
(1.1.5)A = -rt
3 4 jf A30 + 2 ! 'dt
-0




The value for W is obtained from weight flow through the inlet, and the
value for H- is calculated using equation (1.1.3). The total mass flow









(l + f) (1.1.7)
For HTPB burning in air, the stoichiometric value for f is 0.0728; high
combustion efficiency is difficult when f is less than 0.025.
Al .2 Computation of Combustion Exit Condition
Combustor exit conditions are specified by four quantities as
follows: stagnation temperature, Ty, ,
R
; stagnation pressure, Pj,,
psi; ratio of heat capacities, y • and gas constant, R^, in/Op. In
the computer program, the appropriate mks units are used, i.e.
K
, kg/m ,
m/Oj., respectively. To determine the exit conditions, two input quan-
tities are needed. These are fuel - air ratio and stagnation temperature
at the combustor inlet, Tjq. Note that T
T3
= T
TQ has been assumed.
From the thermodynamic data for HTPB burning in air, one determines
Tj^(th), y r The symbol TT «(th) is a theoretical temperature which










As discussed previously, a constant value of rw equal to 0.9 has been
assumed.
The value for pT4 is calculated based on one-dimensional, choked
nozzle flow. A certain value of p-^ is required to force a certain weight
flow, Wy, through the nozzle. Assume that y* remains fixed through the
nozzle. Define a function of y f as:
(Yf

















where g is the acceleration of gravity and has value of 9.807 m/sec






The decrease of flight stagnation pressure, pTQ , by inlet and combustor
losses must not be too large. If the inlet and combustor do not provide
the required p™, the inlet will unstart and W will decrease.
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Al .3 Computation of Nozzle Exit Conditions
The relation between the area ratios and the Mach number is well
known by the formula:
(Yf









b U + { f
M
2
Ag, Ag are the areas at the throat and at the exit of the nozzle, re-
spectively. Knowing Yf> the exit Mach number (Mg ) can be calculated
for any nozzle area ratio (Ar/Ag). This indirect calculation is done
in subroutine CALCM, using Newton - Raphson's iteration routine.
The total pressure at the exit of the nozzle (pTg) 1S defined by:
PT6 =PT4 ^ (1.3.2)
where the total pressure at the exit of the combustor (p-™) was calculated
previously (e.g. 1 .2.4)
.
Knowing the total pressure at the exit of the nozzle (Pjg) and the
Mach number at this point (Mg)» the exit pressure (pg) can be calculated:
/ Y -1
\-Y f/(Y f -1)
P6=PT6(1+ ^T M62
j
^- 3 - 3)
Al .4 Computation of Thrust and Thrust Coefficient
Al.4.1 Thrust Coefficient (C
f )
The thrust of the engine is the net rate of change in





+ Vo ~ P A " ^0 " P (A4 " A ) +^W
- P6A6
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*6 U 5 " P0
A
5 " Wo (1 - 4 - 1}
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where IL, IL, rti
Q ,
rrig are the velocities and inass flow at the inlet
entrance and at the nozzle exit, respectively.




Substituting for the density (p) from the perfect gas equation of state:
(1.4.3)















= yRT (1 .4.5)




Substituting (1.4.7) into (1.4.1) gives:
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The pressure ratios in the above formula:
PT6/pT0
PT6/P6
can be substituted by a function of pressure losses across the ramjet:
P^
_
Pj6 Pj4 Pj3 Pj2 PjO (1.4.13)
p PT4 pT3 pT2 PT0 p 0.
We define the pressure losses as follows:
-
—
= tt = Nozzle losses
PT4
n











= Inlet losses = (conical wave loss )*(boundary layer loss)*






=W ^e ^C ^D ^NS ^D p^" n(7i i )_ i = losses Jp o (1.4.14;










This relation can be used in equation (1.4.12) which calculates the
thrust coefficient of the system.
AT .4.3 Computation of Thrust







The dimensions of F are Newtons (after multiplying eq. (1.4.9a) by
the acceleration of gravity, g). The fuel specific impulse, I , in






The specific fuel consumption, SFC, in kg/hour/N is given by:
SFC = 3600/1 (1.4.17)
Ramjet performance is specified in terms of the performance parameters
C
f ,
F, I and SFC.
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A2. Check for Choked Nozzle
The total pressure at the throat of the nozzle is given by:
pT5
= pT4J%~ (2J)
Again, p,. , is the total pressure at the exit of the combustor, and is
calculated by eq. (1.2.4). tt is the nozzle loss. It follows that:




The pressure at the throat of the nozzle (p 5 ) should be equal or greater
than the atmosperic pressure (pQ ).
P 5 > P
(2.3)
When inequality (2.3) is satisfied, the nozzle is choked.
A3. Heat Losses at the Combustor
A3.1 Mach Number
a. Continui ty















where A- and A^ refer to the entrance and to the exit of the combustor,
respectively. By assuming that A., = A», the continuity equation
(eq. 3.1.1) can be written as follows:




Replacing the velocities (IL and IL) by the appropriate Mach numbers
(eq. 1.4.5), turns eq. (3.1.3) into:
P
3„




R, are the gas constants of air and of the combustion products,
a
respectively. Hence:
("i) M ( t4 V AfrA ( i
VV'-W^/^aVV + f/« ' (3J - 4)
b. Momentum













From the definition of Mach number (eq. 1.4.5) and the perfect gas





= Yi Pi M n
-
2 (3.1.6)



















Substitution of (3.1.8) into (3.1.7):
(
^ - (!l)(]^2ll\ (3.1.9)
p 3/ VV \l + YfM4 2
Substituting (eq. 3.1.9) turns equation (3.1.4) into
/
M3\/T4f - A + YaM3
2
\ AfRf \* / 1
VW \ 1 YfM4 2 / I Va I
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Replacing the temperatures T~ and T» by the appropriate total temperatures
Y4-1T, =TTi/l + M M 2
and assuming that the change in total temperature up to the entrance of
the combustor, is negligible (T
TQ = Tj3 ), one obtains:
Yfl 2
1 + -^4'
V 1 2 1 + f/a
3.1.11)
The Mach number at the exit of the combustor (M4) can be
solved knowing the conditions at the throat of the nozzle:
I
^6 4'
) Yf-1 2 (3.1.12)
The computation is again indirect, using subroutine CALCM. Knowing
M. , Equation (3.1.11) is used to compute M-. The solution is received











The subscript N shows that the computation was made from the nozzle
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This expression is consistent with equation (3.1.11). Substituting
back into (eq. 3.1.14) gives an improved value for M~. This procedure
can be repeated several times, but it was found that even after two
interations, the value received for M~., is accurate enough, due to the
small change in B resulting from (eq. 3.1.15).



















Substituting for (p 3/p.) from equation (3.1.7) results:
( z)(f ^ 2 l Ya/{Vl) )




Where the subscript N was defined previously.
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A4. Computation of Mach Number and of Total Pressure at the Various
Stations of the Inlet
A4.1 Initial Conditions
In the previous sections (Al - A3) the pressure conditions at
the combustor and at the nozzle region were calculated. Here, the
pressure conditions at the inlet will be calculated independently.
Knowing the total pressure conditions at the various stations of the
inlet will allow the check of whether the inlet can supply the amount
of air needed by the combustor. As will be seen afterwards, this check
will also allow to specify the location of the normal shock wave at the
inlet.
Assuming that the static pressure (Pq), the static temperature
(T«) and the flight Mach number (NL) are known from the trajectory part
of the program, the total pressure and the total temperature can be
calculated:
Pto-Po^ 1 + 4- moJ (4 - 1J)
t
to = V 1 T^tfl (4J - 2)
The weight flow through the inlet is given by:
W
a
= p U A (A (4.1.3)
A
Usually, when flight Mach number is equal or greater than the inlet
design Mach number, the value for Ap/AQ is unity. But for flight Mach
number less than design Mach number, Aq/Aq becomes less than 1.0. A
value of 0.9 was selected as a constant value for A~/Aq. The additive
drag due to Ap/AQ < 1 was ignored.
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A4.2 Conical Shock Wave Loss
In this section, the conical shock wave loss will be computed;
the calculation results include the total pressure, Mach number and
area behind the conical wave (Py-ip* M,-, A,p, respectively).
A4 . 2 . 1 Pressure

















where a is the cone half angle. The difference in pressure on surface
and behind shock wave is ignored in this model.
Knowing C
,
the pressure ratio (p-ip/Pq) can be calculated (4.2.1)
p i r Ya ?
-it
= 1 + C J- IV
P p 2
(4.2.1a)
The same pressure ratio, is also related to the Mach number, normal to





Knowing (p-jp/Pg) from equation (4.2.1a), M
n












After computing the pressure ratio due to conical shock wave (equation
4.2.1a) and the Mach number normal to the cone (equation 4.2.3a), one
can use equation (2.54) in reference [16] to compute the total pressure






a (V1 ) V W'V 1 '









. 2 . 2 Mach Number Downstream of Conical Shock Wave
Using figures 4.1 and 4.2, the wave angle (8) can be defined
1n(t) (4.2.5)= arcs
'0
On the other hand, the deflection angle (9) is defined from equation
(4.10) in reference [16]:









The Mach number behind the conical shock wave (Mir) may, therefore, be













The relation between the deflection angle (9) and the wave angle ($) for
various Mach numbers are shown in figure 4.3 (reproduced from figure 4.2
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. 2 . 3 Area Ratio
Using figure 4.2, the area ratio behind the conical shock
wave can be obtained:
Equation (4.2.8) gives the area normal to the flow at the inlet lip.
A4.3 Boundary Layer Loss
A4.3.1 Mach Number
The area ratio is related to the appropriate Mach number by
by the formula:
i(y +D/[2(y a -D]
a^ = m1c ;-^
—
Where A, is the area at the throat of the inlet. Similarly,
[ i two HY +1 /[2 Y a -U]A * \ (y +D/2 / a4"° H
" v 1 2 (4 - 3 - 2)1 (i+
-V Mn )
Where A,, and M, , relates to the area and to the Mach number ahead






i+ -* 2 "1C
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Knowing M,-, y , A,-, A,,, equation (4.3.3) can be used to calculate M,,
indirectly, by subroutine CALM, which was mentioned previously. M,,
should be supersonic (M,, > 1) to prevent unstart conditions.
A4.3.2 Pressure
The total pressure in front of the normal shock wave (Ptii) is
received from the connection:
ptii " Pnc V (4 - 3 - 4)
Where uJ , the boundary layer loss is assumed to be 0.93.
A4.4 Normal Shock Loss
The Mach number, behind the normal shock wave is defined as:
Ki' + v 1 f
d




















A4. 5 Subsonic Diffuser Recovery
Similar to equation (4.3.3) one can obtain
v i , >(V , >/t 2<V 1 >]
« 1*1, p I 1 T
—
* M«










» A,~, and A«> the Mach number at the exit of the inlet
can be computed using subroutine CALCM. The total pressure at this station
is defined as:
PT2 = PT 12 V ( 4 - 5 ' 2 >
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Where the subsonic diffuser recovery (ttJ') is assumed to be 0.93.
A4.6 Expansion Loss
A4.6.1 Mach Number
On their way to the combustor, the gases coming from the inlet
expand at station 3; a sudden change in area from A« to A^ occurs. The
sudden change in area acts as a flameholder by creating a hot recirculation
region. In this section, the loss in total pressure due to this exoansion
is calculated.












From perfect gas equation of state:
„
- £_ (i- 4 - 3 )p " RT
and from the definition of Mach number and speed of sound:
M = U/a; a = v^RT (1.4.5)
Equation (1.4.2a) turns, therefore, into the form:
W^h^h^l A2 = RT7 M3 'VT 3 A 3 (4.6.1)
For sudden expansion of an incompressible fluid, the change in static
pressure going from small area A~ to large area A-, is given by [16, 251:







. Also, for the incompressible case, the stagnation
pressure ratio is given by [16, 25]:
P^f !
" T%7^ » " A23>
2
< 4 - 6 - 3 >
According to equation (4.6.3) as M~ decreases pT3 approaches pT~. The
model for sudden expansion with compressible flow is much more complicated.
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It was assumed that static pressure is constant in the expansion. This
assumption, which is reasonable for low values of M«, is a conservative
























Solving equation (4.6.4) for M,:
\/ l+4a6-l









-jp- (1 + ctM^) (4.6.6)
The subscript I shows that the computation was made from the inlet
direction.
A4.6.2 Pressure






















Where subscript I is as defined previously
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A4.7 Location of Normal Shock Wave
The main problem in computing the Mach numbers and the total pres-
sures at the inlet arises from the fact that the exact location of the
normal shock wave is not known, and must be found. The way of solving
this problem is as follows:
First, solve for two extreme conditions by assuming that the normal
shock wave is located at the throat and at the exit of the inlet, respec-
tively. After knowing the lower and the upper values for M,j, Pjtt'
iteration can be made to find the exact location of the normal shock
wave. The criteria for this iteration is matching of values for M«,









APPENDIX B: TRAJECTORY EQUATIONS
Bl
. Atmospheric Functions
Best fit curves were calculated for basic atmospheric functions,
pressure, density, temperature and viscosity of air as a function of
the flight altitude. The basic formula which was used for this process
is as follows:
F = A exp(-B X 10" 6 h C ) O- 1 )
Where h is the altitude in meters, and A,B,C are numerical parameters.
The appropriate atmospheric functions are as follows:
pQ
= 1.03322 X 104 exp (-59.148 X 10" 6 h 1 '°9 )
p = 1.224845 exp(-29.0144 X 10' 6 h 1J5 )
T
Q





When: h = - 11,000m
TQ
= 217.24°, when h = 11 ,000-32, 000m
y Q
= 1.793 X 10' 5 exp(-45.1374 X 10" 6 h0,8984 )











In these formulae, the pressure (pQ ) has dimensions of kg/m , the
density (p«) is given in kg/m , the temperature (TQ ) is given in K ,
and the viscosity (u ) is given in kg/(m-sec) (or: N-sec/m ).
B2. Drag
B2.1 Cowl Drag Coefficient
2.1.1 It was found that the cowl drag coefficient has a strong
influence on the results. Therefore, a new model for this cowl drag
coefficient was developed. The model was based on a theoretical
develoDment done previously by Prof. T. H. Gawain [9]. The main
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difference between this development and the classical theory, is that
the boundary conditions are applied at the body surface rather than
along the axis.
2.1.2 The model, which originally was developed for simple cases
(cones, etc.), was modified to fit the shape of the projectile, illustrated
in Figure 1.1.
2.1.3 The modified program is listed in Appendix G. In the combined
program (TRAJET) an interpulation procedure was used as a subroutine in
order to simplify the calculation process.
B2.2 Base Drag
After checking the influence of the nozzle exit area (A
g )
on the
performance, it was decided to allow Ag to reach the maximum value
possible (A ), in order to reduce base drag. In this case, the base drag
is negl igible.
B2.3 Skin Drag Coefficient
The Reynolds number is well known to be:
Re, = -^- (2.3.1)
L u
The transition Reynolds number of
Re* = 2*1 6
is usually taken as criterion for transition between laminar flow
(lower values) and turbulent flow (higher values). The incompressible




= 1 ' 328/ ' Re
L (2.3.2)
Where the subscripts DS.L stand for skin drag coefficient, and laminar
flow, respectively. On the other hand, the turbulent skin friction
coefficient (C
D
<- j) is calculated indirectly from the formula:
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vC




= °' 242 (2-3.3)
The computation is done in subroutine CALDC, which works in a similar
way to subroutine CALCM which has been described earlier concerning the
calculation of various Mach numbers.
B2.4 Wing and Fin Drag Coefficients
The wings and the fins of the projectile, also contribute to
drag. Basically, each of these drag coefficients contains two parts:
-Wirrg/fin wave drag.
-Wing/ fin frfction drag.
2.4.1 A psuedo 3-dimensional model was chosen to simulate the wave
coefficient. The basic formulae used in this calculation are:
P /PT0 = (1
+
"V Mo } {2A - 2)
The effective span could be taken as (see fig. B2.1):
b' = b - | (2.4.3)
Substituting: tanu = l/c
,






The drag coefficient would, therefore, be:
.





/ pT0 Pq/PtO J \
The way this simulation uses the above equations could easily be
understood when looking at the formulae together with the flow chart of
the apDropriate subroutine (Appendix C). Interference drag is ignored.
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Figure B2.1 Schematic View of an Wing/Fin
b=span, c= chord, t= thickness
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2.4.2 The friction drag coefficient was calculated using the
existing model for skin drag coefficient. (See Section B2.3)
B2.5 Calculation of Drag
Define the dynamic pressure (9) as follows:
q = ^2 P U
2 (2.5.1)
2 2




; S = 2^RL (2.5.2)
Where R,L are the radius and the length of the projectile, respectively.






Where n is the total number of wings/fins (a value of 8 was taken for n),
and b,c are the span and the chord of the wing/fin (see fig. B2.1)















+W j < 2 - 5 - 4 '
B2.6 Drag Coefficient of a Conventional Projectile Without
Propul sion
The program has an option to calculate also the trajectory of a
projectile without a propulsion. The projectile is a conventional round.




= (0.083 + 0.096/M 2 )(a/10) 1,69




= (0.6837 - 0.3165 M + 0.0525 M2 )(2/tt)
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2.6.3 Skin Drag
Skin drag is calculated as discussed in section B2.3.
2.6.4 Drag
D = Drag = q JA p







The projectile has an initial muzzle velocity of 2500 ft/sec. Part
of the combustor volume can be used as a booster to accelerate the
projectile even more so that starting the ramjet will be easier.
Define exhaust velocity (U ) as:
U - i R g
( 3 - ] )
e sp,B 3
Where I n is the specific impulse of the booster's fuel (in sec) and g
is the acceleration of gravity (in m/sec).







- V ) % (3.2)
Where m and itu are the mass of the projectile and the mass flow of
P o
the booster respectively.
dU = (tiQ U m
dt









Where t is the booster burn time. Hence,
m





AU is the change in initial velocity due to the booster, where m D is the
D
mass of the booster.
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B4. Dynamics
The flat earth trajectory with drag and thrust is well known





.g + ( F _ ) S i n6/m
mn^T = ( p-°) C0S9Pdt^
(4.1)
(4.2)
where y is the altitude, t is the time, g is the acceleration of
gravity, F is the thrust, D is the drag, 9 is the elevation angle,
m is the projectile mass.
For numerical solution of equations (4.1) and (4.2) a finite difference
form can be used as follows:
x,-u.o
~
( F "D) cose At /in + 2x,_Ll - x-
J+2 P ~J+1 ~j
yj+2 C-g + (F-D) sine/mp J At
2
+ 2yj+1 -yj
The values for j = 1 are from initial conditions, i.e.




Q * cose * At, y2
= UQ * sine * At













« from (eq. 4.3, and 4.4), one obtained new
values for trajectory parameters using (eq. 4.7). Also thrust, drag
and projectile mass are updated for j+2.
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Appendix C: Flow Chart of the Computer Program (TFAJET )
C 1. Main Program
DATTA
choose












new A Q , A 5
60
C2 . Command Subroutines
THROAT (1)






































































































































































\ A » area at known and at
1. V^M
unknown mach number, respectively.
y - y a or Y f
^
= known mach number











































































































































































































































































































































I GO TO 155
OX, 'SOL 10 FUEL RAMJET t
X, ' A5/AR',6X, ' TOB' ,8X, 'Xud-.om'iu








OB',ax, •Y08 , ,ax,'TOF , f
AQ=26, IENO











































































FILE: TRAJET FORTRAN A NAVAL POSTGRAOUAH SCHOOL
£?U 4 I~, - TR400730CALL bQOS TRA00740
145 U = UO*OF.LL TRAO0750
*C=U/S0RT(GA»GRAV*R«T0) TRAO 0760
RCCT-O. TRV00770






IF< !A0 .EC.ltGO TO 113 TPA0J850
ACM ISO- L)*O.Ol*AREF TRAO 3800








155 !F( I P«-.= 0. 1)GC TO 150 TO40)'12Q
CALL INIT TPA00930
CAH f'IPN TRAOC^KO
IFdLiP.GT.UGO TO 120 TRA01450
IFdhPuST.LT .0.01 )G0 TO 150 TPV)0<V60
CALL \Oll ' • TR4QT)70
IF( ILCJ'l.GT.l )G0 TO 120 TR4009*0
CALL CHPkc . TR400490
IFdl in.GT.l JGO TO 120 TRAOIOOO
CALL UFAT TP401010
IF( ILCU.GT.l )GC TO 120 TR401020
CALL I^LFT TR401030
IF dL^O.GT.l )G0 TO 120 TR401040
CALL TXPAN TR40L050
CALL CHECK TPA01060
IH ILCO.LE. 1JG0 TO 130 TF401070
T(-'R'JST = 0. T PAO 10TG
TO- G= TI . TRAO 1090
xnri = x2 tpao 1 100
Y0R = Y3 Tpjomo
ILDO^C TRAO 1120
GO Tp L 5o TRA0U30
130 CALL CORWAL TRAO 1140
IF IILOO.GT.l )G0 TO 120 \ TRAOUSO
CALL RF. SLL TRAO 1160
IFdLnrj.CT.i IGO TO 120 TRA0U70
150 CALL T = AJ TRAOH80
IF ( ILPO.CT.l )G0 T 120 TPAUU90
IF< IPR.LT.n) GO TO 152 T»A01200
IFITH- UST.LE .0.01 )G0 TO 150 TR4OL210
IF (ITO 4.LT.0J GO TO 155 TR401220
CALL P» ILCnllPRIM) TRA01230
152 !F(ThKUST.LE .0.01 )G0 TO 150 TRAU240
GG TO 155 TRAO 1250
120 CONTINUE • TR40 1260
IFdTP4.GT.0i GO TO 157 TP401270
114 CONTINUE TR401280
111 CONTINUE TPA01290
157 PRINT 222t IL n0,A0AR ,A5AR .AlAOt A2A0.A 3AR, TRA0I300
.TSTP.TCTAOO, [PR i ITR A.XMO.P ID I , P 102, P IN TRAO 1310
222 FORMAT ( lhl,24( •• ).
I
3t24< •• ),/5X,* I NPUT OAT A: ' , /2X, 5*10.3 . TR4O1370
• /2X,2 C 6. 1 .2I3.4F6.3 I TR401J30
STOP TR401140
ENC TPAO I 350
TPAO 1360
SLeRTuTINf INIT TPA01370
CCyMCN/GEn/AREF.AO, A1.A2 ,A30.A3.A5.A6,L3.A0AR,A5AR,IL00,IPR TRAO 1330
CCwmpn/A IR/GA,GAl,GA2.GAl2iGA3,RH0A, TO,P O.UO, 10 ,GRA V TRAO 1 390
CCML,N/FLrL/RHCF,FT4T, A.N TRAO 1400
COMMON /I CSS/ PI CI ,PI 02, p'IRl ,P !R 2.PIN TPAO 14 10
CCVMfN/HL'/a A, wF f wT,F,aOOT,CST AR,PT4,TT4 TRAO 1420
CC-MT N/GFI/RF.GF.GF 1 .GF2.GF12.GF3 I RAO 1430
C0fMLN/NCZ/M6, PTfi,P6 TRAO 1440
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FJLE: TRAJET FORTRAN A NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
COMMCN/RES/CF,TW°UST,ISP,SFC '"" TRA01450
COV""«j/CHr/DT5,ps TRA01460
CCfH M/ ! M/P TO.TTC TRA01470
CCMCN/CCN/P T 1C, MIC, AlC, ALFA TRAO 1480
CO.vM( J/TKOP/-tll,tJT ll.M21,PT2l,^Sl,?T51 TRAO 1490
CO*'MCN/N«/Ml2»PTl2,M22,PT22tMS2tPTS2 TQ * |3 1500
CCf ur ^ /O IF A42, PT/.P2 TRA01510
CC*Min/Ct-E/* 2N ,M3I , ?n ,PT3M,M(, ,AS TRAO 1520
REAL MO ,"MC. "l I, V12 ,«2 ,«3N,M3I ,M4,H5 ,M6 TRA01530
RE»L L3 ,N, 1SP,f2l,.*22,MSl,MS2 TRA01540
GAl=<GA H.l/2. TRA01550
GA2 = (T,A- 1.1/2. TRA01560




GAL2 = G ". 1/GA2/2 . TRAO 1530
PTC = PC* ( L.*G A2*MO*»2 )**GA3 TP ^ 1 590




SLrtPf-'jT [\F 1U»N TRA01640
CO*MrWGE 1/AR£F,A0, Ali A2 , A 30 .A 3, A5, A 6. L3, AOAR , A5AR, ILOO.IPR TRAO 1650
CCPidN/A [R/G A,GAl,r,A2i GA12.GA3 ,RHOA, TOtPO, UQ, *0 , GRA V TRAO 1660
CO"MrN/FL ,"L/aHfF , FT AT, A.N TRAO 1670
CfM-MN/lCSS/P[Cl,P!02,P!3l,P!B?,P!N TRAO 16-10CCMH/KWW A, *.F,*T,F,3 00T,CSTAP,PT4,TM TRAO 1690
CC*Mr>:/GF! /PF.GF ,GF l,r,F2 .GF12.GF3 TRAO 1700
CCfPON/NCZ/Mb, FT6.P6 • TRAJ1710
CGMMr.M/CFS/CF, Thi-UST ,1 SP.SFC TRAO I 720
CCwMO'./ChC/P T 5 ,PS TRA01730
CCf' u(,'./!M/PTO,Ti'0 TRAO I 740
cc^'./ccj/p tic, fir, Air, alfa traoi/so
CCMMi;\/Ti-Pf'/Ml l,PTll,M2l,PT2l. HS1.PT SI TRA0 1 7oO
CCMMON/NS/Ml 2,PT12,M22,PT2 2,*S2.PTS2 TRAO 1770
C0HMCN/DIF/M2»PT?,P2 TPAOl7eO
C0HrtnN/ChE/M3N ,f 31 , PT3 .PT3M.M4 f AS TRAO 1700
COMMON /TFA/P I , "'J a, OP AG, «PR, L PR , wPR, U , W8, QELU.DELT , TT , TFT A, I RAM, TRAO 1300
, IL, ILO. Y,YO,T08,Xl.Yl.X2,Y2,X3 , Y3
,
*PP3 ,R , TORb, I TRA , TETAOD, XOB , YOB TRAO 18 10
PEAL NOtPlC.Ml liM2t*2iM3NiM3l .M*»M5fM6 TR101820
REAL L3,N.I5P, H21,M22.HSl,MS2,MUA,LPR THA01830
A21 = A3 TRAO 1940
A3=PI/4.»(SwPT I4./P !*A30)*2.« nnr*Tl )«*2 TR4 01B5Q
CCC IN CALCULATING WPP I T IS ASSUMED THAT THE ORIGINAL WPR EXCLUDE MB THA013A0
i,FS = w PQ-( (A3-A31 )»L3»PH0F ) TP A3 I rt 70
IFIA3.lE.AREF ) GC TO 22 TRA01880-




RETURN TRAO I 9 30
22 *A=Pnm*L0»AC*.9 TRA01940
CCC wA=RHnA«L0*AO*(AC/AO>, TAKING ( )«.9 TPAU1950
„AA3=«A/A3 TRA01960
WAA3*wA A 2*0. 02 54»*2/0.45 35 9 TRAO 1470
CCC GIVrS WAA3 IN L8/IN2 TPA019S0
»0rT = A»wAA3*»N trjq^oj
CCC SC0T=O.0fc*(WAA3 LB/IN2)**0.6 IN/SEC TRA02000
RnCT=C0CT*O.O254 TRAO-'OIO
WF=^HnF*P0riT*SCRT(4.*3.14159»A3)*L3 TRAO'020




lF(R nn.GT.l (RETURN TRA0->070
TT4=FTA7*(TT4-TTC)+TT0 TRA02080
GFl=(GF+l.»/2. TRA020°0
GF2=(GF- 1. )/ 2. TRA02100
GF12=<>F 1/GF2/2. TRA02UO
GF2 = f, c /l GF-l . ) YqA02120
GFU.'i = S JP TIGF )»(l./GFl)**GF12 TRAO 21 30
CSTAf =SCRT(G^AV* a F*T-r 4 J/GFUN TRAO 21 40
pT<, = W T*C STAR/ ( GRAV» A5I TPAJ2l <:>0
CCC GIVES PT4 IN <G/P2 TRA02160
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•
. 1 300. , I l?-5. ,950. ,515. /
OATA 0ATT4/0., I10t. , 1422., 1719., 1980..2215.,
• 2 345., 2490., 25 51 . .2 5&^., 25 7 3.. 253 0.. 24 59., 2352., 22 0., 1568.
• , 1420. , 1290. , 1 11 5., 6*2./
OATA 04TTS/0., 113 3., 149*.. I 786 . , 204 2 . . ?Z 70. ,
*24CO.,2 5 32.,25fl4.,2eJ2..26 0&., 2 57 7., 2608. , 2404 . , 225 5., 1619.
». 1 5 70. . 1 i*il_ .1)6 5. .711./
FILES TRAJET FORTRAN 4 NAVAL POSTGRAOUATE SCHOOL
RFTtJBN TRA02170
END to so? 'no
i
Tq 40 2 190SUBROUTINE TFRMO(TT0P,FAP,TT4P.GFP,RFP» - TP402700
C DMMIN/GFn/A RTF, A 0, A l , A2 ^ 30 ,i 3,A5 . A 6, L3 , A04P . A5AR, IinO.IPP TPAO^MO
CALL !NTFRM ,TT0r,FA3,TT*r-l TS40?2>0
CALL INTFP12 ,TTOF,F* P.OFP) ' T RAO??in
CALL !NTF3(3, TTO" , c A P. RFP) TP&02?40




SUHPni|TIN«= ! NTFP( 10ATA ,ZP,XP ,YP) rP1V«i!)
rOMMl'i/r-.En/ABFF.A.i.A !.A7.A30,A3,A5,A6,L3,AOA»,A5A;.,!Lnn,IPS T 3 40?3OO
DIMF'JSIQN ZV^C (5» ,XV"r (?o> ,YV«T|S. 20 1.YZ15) T B«073lO
*,TTOV=r (5) ,F IV^Ct ''0 1 , IFTV'C ( 51 ,XMV C C CO) tra^VO
* ,OATO( 20 ) ,i)ATT2I?0| , "M T'M 20 I, 0A T ~4( ?0 I, 0ATT5J 20 » TR A 2 310
*.DA Tr:2 ( 2C) ,OATG">( ?0 ) ,OA T fV. ( 20) ,r>A*<*.5 (70) TRAO"1 '40
*, TATi>."> ( ?C I ,OATB3<23 I , >ATR'. ( 70) .OATPS (70) T «A0 > 35)
• ,DATr.02 ( 2C),i"iATCC3(20l .PATC04I 201 ,.)ATrr>5(?0l to 40? 363
C TPAO '370
YP=0. TB\0>380
CCC OATS FpP TT-RMn SO PR1ij T ! N>- T RA)2390
DATA c AVEC/0., .01 ..O^, .0 3..34, .05 , . 57' , . 0bo7, . 7? , . 07 7 , . 083, TOA0?4<n
*.09l,. 1 , .Ul , . I26t», .20,. 21, .23,. 2 i, . 30/ TR A r> ?4 \
c t p\o"'^''o
OATA TTOVFC/O. ,311. ,444. ,750., 833./ THA024T0
C TOAf)?440
OATA OATC/0. ,0.,n.,Li. ,0. ,0. ,0. ,0. .0. ,0., 0. , TPAO "450
«0..0.,0.,0.,0..0.,0..0.,0./ TRAO 7 460
OATA "A TT2/0., 705., 1 %P. ,1 ?64. ,lt>4'. ,1 912.. TRAO ''4/0
•2082., 2 2 79., 2362., ?3 10., 2 ;5 I., 227b., 2184. ,20 71., 19?o., I 326. T R4 >4*0
», 1240. , I C70. ,900. .-.74./ tr.\o?490
OATA 0ATT3/0. , 815., 1 ' 50. , 1470. ,1 751 . ,2010., TRAO'SPO
•2 172., 2 3 52., 24 24., 7 44 1., 24 2 7., 2 36 J., 22 73., 2 160. ,2015., 1455. T= A 2510
12 5 T R A 257
1"RA025'>0
TR A 7 540
T^AO^SSO
T P»0 ?5>jO










DATA PAT97/0. , 79.03, "*0. 10, 29.1 t, 29.22. 1 9. 'S, TRA02690
• 29.32.7^.29, ? 9. in, 2 9. 04, 2 -'.69, 28.21 , 2 '.6 4,77.30,26. 29, 73. 3, trao?7<s
•22. 58, 21. 6 6, 20. 75, 18. 5/ to v-)->710
PAT4 lATF-'/O., 29.03,79.10.29.16,29.2 3,29. 28, '= 40 2770
•29. 30, 29. 2 4, 29. 11, 78. '7,
2
'.60, 28. 7 J, 27. 60, 27. 00, 20. 20. 23.87, to 40277
«22.5t , 7 1 . 7.20.8. ' 7.7/ TPAO -"740
OATA r>AT04/0 .. 29 .03, 29.10, 29. I 6,2 r'. 22, 29.20, t b 40 2 750
•29.20,29.10. 28.93 ,78.79,21.58, 29. JO, 27.60,26.16,26.20.22.97, Tp\o7760
•2 2.55. 7 1 ,t, 2 0. 7, IB. 4/ T BV3,'7TO
OATA UATP5/0 .,29.02 ,29.10,29.1 6,79.2 1,79.20, TRA027H0
• 29. 20, 79. I 0, 28. 90, 78. 73. 2H. 51, 28. 00, 27. 5.1,26. 15, 26. 20, 22. 97, '^OV-iH
« 22. 55, 2 1. 6, 2 0. 7, T8. 4/ r PAO->800
C TPA07810
CCC OATA t(i' 0°Af.N C'lHRUlIT ! N'' TRA»->d?o
DATA TTVrr/0. ,6.5, 9.0 , 1 2.0, I'. .0/ *-\)73'>0
OATA <«VFf/0..l.'.5,2.j0,2.l0,', .21. , .3O,2.J5,7.40,?.45,2.50.2.55 Tf. J >"40
,2.60, ?.fc5,2./C,?./5,?.HO,2.ab ,2.90, 3. JO/ TRAO '150
C TPAO"t!,0
OATA 14 T CO?/ 0.0, A. I I'.7 ,0..; 766 , 0.0 7 '6 ,0.0""' 1 .0. 36 69. .Of. 4 . . 06 '0 T P AO • 170
*,0.06l 7, C. 0604, J.C>9 7, 0.05 31 ,0.05 7, 0.0659, P. 0-> 4 Q.O. 05 39,3.05*0 rp 40 2880
39
FILE: TRAJFT FORTRAN 4 NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
*, 0.0521 ,0.050*/ TRA02<390
DATA 0ATC03/ 0.0, 0.1638, 0.1 I 06, 0.10*9 , j .099,0.0 953 ,0.093?, . OP' 1 TRAO'9nO
*. 0.039 3, C. 03 75, 0.08 58,0. OR* 1. 0.0826, 0. 084 1 . 0.1 796 , 0. 07H2 , 0. 076 9 TR 40 79 10
»,0.07**, C.0732/ TRA07970
OAT A 04*CfH/ 0.0,0. '2'. 0,0. I 5 0*, 0.1 '.'•8,0.131)1 ,0. 1 3 00,0.1 2 72,0.1 ?ib TR4 0'>9'>0
*. 0.122 0,0. 11 96,0. 11 7,0.1151,0. 113. J. 1 109,0. lO^O.O. 1071 ,0. 105* Tq A0? q40
•
. C.1036.C. 100*/ Tp.»-)?qS0
D4TA 04 T CHV 0.0,.3.3 0*39, 0. 7 136, 0. 2032, 0.1 93 8, J. 1 155,0. IBIS, 0.17 79 T RA<3,">i'J
,0.17*4,0.1710,0.16 78, 0.16*7,0 .16 IH, 0.1590,0.156 3, 0.1537,0. 1512 TR4C970
•,0. 1**8, C. 1**3/ TR«T>q^O
C T3 \0 '990
CO TO J 21,21 ,21,2*1 , HAT A TRAOIOOO
21 IZ=0 TR'.JIllO
IHi=20 T P40 )020
DC 2? I ZM .5 • TO'.o 3J30
22 ZVFCI I Z )»TTOVFCI 'Zl tbao-*0*O
GC TO ?9 TR\m050
2* IZ*0 Toao^OhO
104=19 T,5 40?n70
00 25 IZ«l,5 I'M 13*0
25 ZVFCI I Z I aft-TVECUZI Tovi')90
79 C,n Tn ( 31, 33 , 35, 17) , [DATA "VIUIO
31 lF4 = n TsvmiO
00 5! ' PA=l, 'OA 7H40 !1?0
XV=C( IF \ )=FAV C C( IFA ) TPA03130
YVFCI 1 ,
I
F4)=nAT0( FFA) TR^ 3^1*0
YVFT(?, I fa )=o,\TT/>( [FS| tra I ll^O
Y V FC I 3 , I F 4 ) = A TT 3 ( I F 4 ) TO \Q }\ f..J
YVFCI 4, ] F.' |»f!A TT*( I F\| TRA')3t 70
51 YVFC15 , IFA)-0ATT5( IFA) TCijimo
GO T" 3 9 T»10U"0
33 IFA = To 40 <?00
DC c 3 !F4=l, IPS • toa,j t ?l
XVFCI I r A |=C4 VFCI IFA I T«VH?'0
yVFC( 1 . IF4)«r>ATOI IFA) Tr\3 3?30
YVECI2 , IF.'. 1*04 TG2 (IF 4) TR 40 32*0
YVFCI 3 , | FAJsflATr, III FA ) TRAO 3 '50
YVFC (*,! F4)*DA 7(:*( IFA) TP A3 1260
53 YVFC.15, I FA)=0ATG5II F4) TR4T5270
00 TO 39 TR'O 3Pqo
35 I F4=0 TP»0 (?99
00 5* » FA=l, IDA TRA1 nOO
X VTI I F A l = t-4V = CI ir» I . T 04C MIO
YVFfl I , I F4J = r>ATOI IFA) T PA0)3?0
yvcci ? , i fm = oa tr->(i f,i TR»n'»no
YVFCI 3 . I F4 IxrtATR -< ( 1 F4) TP to 3 3*0
YVFCI *, I FA)af)ATR*<I FA) T". J 3 3 =
55 YVFCI 5. I FAI*r>ATR5U F4) TRAD 33*0
00 TO 39 TRAO )370
37 IFA=0 T 0A03380
OH 57 IFAM.IOA tr^qcjoo
XVFCI I F4 ) = XMVFC( IFA I Trao 1*00
YVFCI 1 , I FA )=C4T0( 'FA > TP'01'.IO
YVFCI 2, !FA)=nATC"V« IFA ) T P 40 3*2
YVFCI 3 , I FAIxOATro?! I TA n\JWn
YVFf.C , I FA l=r>ATC n *( I FA ) , TRAO^V.O
57 YVFCI5, IF4)=nATC15( IFA) TRA03*50
C f^OMhO
39 IF IIZ" M . OF-06 I.LT./VFC.I 21 ICO TO 67 tc\<i 1470
IF l(Z u -l .0 r-C6 J.GT.Z/rCI 5) )00 TO 67 TR401*i>0
IF( (xu f I .0E-06).L T . XV.'CI 2) )G0 tq (,7 *Q\Cfi,a()
IF ((XP-l .OT-06 l.r.T.xVPCI 1^41 )G0 Tn 67 TRAO 1500
IF( intT A.CT. *IGP TO f>7 - TRV)35|0
iFA=i trvi 3s?o
OC 61 !FA=2, IDA tr 4 ,) ,^0
IFKXP-l.OF-061-XVFCI 1F4) 163 ,63,65 To 4 1">S^0
63 IT = 1 ' TC 40 35*0
00 71 !T=7.5 TO a 3 ,S(,0
IFI(/f>-l .0' -06 I- ZVC.I J T) ) n, 7 -1 ,75 f R'. 1 ". 70
73 ITl=- 1 TpAl 15*0
On Rl I T 1 = I ,2 IR«,,) i<-,0,3
ITO=l T -?MTl TRAO liOO
90
FILE: TRAJFT FORTRAN A NAVAL POSTGRADUAT SCHOOL
YZ(IT0)=<XP-XVEC( !FA-l)|/(XVEC(IF4>-KVFC( IFA-1 ))* TRAO 3610
•(YVFCI ITC.IFAl-YVECl ITO, (IFA-l )l )*-YVECUTO,( IFA-1H TRAO 3620
81 COSTIMUF T7A03630
YP = (ZP-ZVEC< IT-l ) )/< ZVECI ITl-ZVECUT-l )) * TRAO 3640
•( YZt m-YZUT-1) )*YZ< IT-1 ) 'RAO36S0
RE T'JON TRAO 3660
75 CCMTIN'JF toa03°70
71 CCMIN'JE TRAO 1680
65 CCNTIMJF TRAO 3690
61 CONTINUE TRA03700
67 ILH^IO TRA0371O
I F( IPk.LT.l) RETURN TRA01720
PRINT 69.A5AR, AOAR.ZP.XP, 10ATA TPAd)730




CO-^N/GFO/AREF, AO. AI.A2 ,A30.A 3. A 5 , A 6. L 3 . AGAR, A5AR.IL00.IPR TRAO 3 790
CCVMO"I/AIB/GA,GA1,GA2.6A12,GA3,RHOA, TO.PO, UO, MO , GRA
V
T« \ J 3 800
Cn»xfN/FLcL/RHr.F,FTAT,A,N TR 40*38 10
CC*"""-)/LCSS/P[Cl . PI 02, PIS1 ,PI9 2, PIN TRAD \*20
Crw<r^j/PL=/M4, taF
,
WT , F.ROQT.CST AR, PT4.TT4 TRSO 18 3
C0*"*CN/l.F!/9F ,GF ,GF 1 ,GF2 iGFi2,GF3 TR40 '840
CCMMfN/>ir/./Mc. PT6.P6 TRAO J850
CCMMTN/PES/CF
, ThFoST .ISP.SFC TR40 3d60
CCMMl'V/CI-C/P T5 ,P5 TRA03870
CC.W ML\\/ I M /P TO ,TTO TRAO 3 9 9
CC"Mf N/ r C»'/p T 1 C. ,J IC , AlC, ALFA TR 40 3890
COMMON/ ThRo/Mll,PTll,M2l,PT2l,MSl,PTSl TRAO 3 900
CCM-rN/"«/»»l 2. PT12,M22,PT22.MS2,PTS2 trao 5910
COMT'i/O IF/M2. PT2 tP2 TRAD '92
CGMMCN/CFE/M'N.M 3 I, PT3 , PT3M.M4 ,AS TR 4 30 30
SEAL "0 ,flC, VH,yi2 ,M2 ,M3N,.M3t ,M*»,M5 ,M6 TR403940
REAL I 3 ,N, ISP.M2 1.M22.MSI.MS2 TR4039SO
M6=l.O TR4D3960
CALL C ALCMIM6, A5, A6,oFl,GF2,GF 12) TRA03970








StiaooiiTINE C ALCMtX, AN, AM, 01, G2 ,G12) TRAO -'.060
COM"ON/GEO/AKFF, AO, A I, A2 , 4 30 , A 3, A 5, A 6, L3, AOAR, A5 AR , I LOO, IPP TR HO 4070
'CCC THIS SECTION COMPUTES MACH NUMBER C R CM AREA RATIOS. TR404080
CCC THF PASIC FORMULA IS: TRA04090
CCC AN/AM= IGl/U fG2*x*»2) )»*G1 2*X TR404100
CCC OATA N = EC30: AN = ARFA U <NI HN MACH NUMBER TRA04H0
CCC AM=AOFA AT NEW MACH N'JMB FR TR404120
CCC GI,G2,G12=GAM«A RATIOS FOR: TRA04130
CCC -AIR FLI3W( GAI.GA2.GA12 ) TRA04140
CCC -HOT FL0W( GF1 .GF2.GF12 ) TR40-.150
CCC X=K.Nr'WN M\CH NUMBER 4T 4N(=XAN) TRA0-.160




4 Al F4 = 0.9<! TRAD4210
GO TO 6 TRAO ',220
5 ALFA=l .01 TRA04230
6 COM !NU C TRA04240
EPS*l.E-C4 TRA04250
7 GFUN=(G1 /( I. G2«X»»25i T R^4260
F < = X«GFUN»*<%12-AN/AH TRAO 4 2 70
IF ( Ikf .f C.3) PR INT 999.X.FX • TRA04280
999 POPMAT ( 6>,2F IC.4) T R404?90




FILE: TRAJET FORTRAN A NAVAL POSTGRAOUATE SCHOOL
IF(OIFF.LE.EPS)RETURN - TPA04330
TRA04340
IF( I"4CH.GT. 101GO TO 9 TRA04350
!MACH= IMACH*1 TOA04360
X=XNFw TRAO<«370
IFIXAN- 1.0)14, 15. 15 TRA04380
14 IFiX.OE. 1.0) X=0.7 TOA04390
IF( X.L C .C.)X=0.3 TRA04400
GO TO 7 TRA04410
15 IF(X.LE.l.J) X=l.8 TRA04420
I F(X.GF. 10.) X= 3. TRA04430
GC Tn 7 TRA04440
9 ILCn=lO TRA04450
IF( I?" .LT.l) «FTUPN TPA04460
PRINT 10.A5AR.AOAR TRAO 4470
10 CQR-AT ( l x,2F 7. 3, 3X, • SUITABLE SOLUTtON WAS NOT FOUND AFTER 6 I T ER ' ) T ° HO 4430
IF( [po .GE.2JCALL RPIN TOA0449Q
ft F TURN T° A 0-. 5 00
ENO T ^\0'.510
TR404570
SL6 cf,U T INF 'FSUL TRAO 45 30
CCMMilN/G =n/ARFF.A0,Al,A2,A3O.A3,A5,A6.L3,A0AR,A5Ai» f ILOO,IPR r RAO '.540
CC*- r \/\l' /GA,GAI,GA2,GA1?,GA3 .RHOA, TO.PO.UO.MO.GRAV TR VJ4 5 50
COMMC'l/FLtl/RHrF.FTAT.A.N TRAO 4 5 60
CCMMPN/LCSS/PID1 .JI02.PIBI.PTD2.PIN To A) 45 70
CCMMFN /RLR/WA, wF,hT,F,ROOT,CSTAR, PT4 ,TT4 TRAO 4 5H0
CC-Ht N/GFI/R F.GF.CP I.GF2.GF12.GF3 TRAO 4590
C0f»*rN/NCZ/M6,PT6,P6 tr A 46 00
CCVMON/oFS/r.F
,
THRUST ,! SP.SFC TRAO 4610
CC^'i/ChO/PTS ,R5 TRA04620
CG MMn ')/ IM 19 TO.TTO TRA04630
CCM.-ON/OCN/PT 1C.M1C, MC, Al FA TRA0 4h<.0
COMMON/ Th6ij/«ll,RTll.-t21,PT21,HSl,PTSl TRAO 4650
Common /NS/«M 2. PT12.M22 .PT2 2.MS2.PTS2 TRAO 4660
COHHON/OIF/M 2, PT2.P2 TPA04670
CQMM(N/Cl-F/M3N,M3f.PT3 f PT3M,M4.AS T P. A 468
RFSL ''0 .MC, "I 1.M12 ,M2 .M3N.M3I ,M4,M5 ,M6 • TB A 4690
PEAL L3 ,\, ISP, "21 .M22.MSl.MS2 TRAOWOJ
PPAT=PT6/P0/ (PTfc/P6 ) TRA047T0












SUPPOUT INF CHOKE TRA04840
CCVM,-N/GEn/ARE F, AO, Al, A2 , A30 . A 3, A5, A 6, L3» AOAR, A5 AR, TLOO, I PR TOA0 4H50
CCMMPN/A IP /G A, GA I, GA2.GA 12. GA3.RH0A. TO.PO.UO.MO.GRAV TP^4660
COMMO">l/F(. EL/-JHCF ,= TAT, A.N TRA04870
Cr>M(N/lCSS/°(Dl.PID2.PlBl.PIH2,PTN T RAO 48 80
CCMMON/BCR/WA, of- ,WT , F , ROOT , C ST AR , PT4 ,TT4 TRAO 4 890
CCMr.N/GFI/3 F.GF .GFI.GF2 .GF12.GF3 trh ^ q
CCJMMf N/NCZ/M6, PT6.P6 TRA04910
CCMML"</Sf S/CF, THRUST. ISP, SFC TRAO 4920
CCMMP»j/0'VPT5 ,P5 • TRA04930
CCfMO'v/IM/P TO.TTO TOA04940
CC^^N/CCN/PTIC.MIC.AIC, ALFA TRA04950
COMMON /THRO/ Ml l.PTll ,M21 ,PT 2 1, MSI ,PTS1 TRAO 4960
CC."M(i>.'/N</«l 2, PT12.M 22, PT22."S 2, PTS2 TRAO 49 70
COMMHN /O IF/M2, PT2.P2 TRAO 4980
CCMMON /CHE/M"3N,M3 I , PT3 ,PT3M,M4 .AS TRA0 4-V90
REAL MO .MIC. v l 1,M12,"2 .M3N.M3I .M4.M5.M6 TRA05000
PEAL L3 ,N, ISP, "2 I.M22.MSI.MS2 T Ri(1^010
PT5=PT4«Su*T (P IN) TP.V05020
P5=PT5« ( 1./C.F1 )**GF3 TRA05030
IFIP5.GE.P0) RETURN TRA05040
92




IF( I95.LT. II RETURN TR4O506OPRINT 53.A54R.iOAR.P5 TRA05070
53 FCPMATI IX.2F7.3.3X. 'NOZZLE IS NOT CHOKED , P5»« , 6 1 0. 2 > TRAO 5080




Cr««rN/r,Fn/ARfF,10,M.A2,A30 I 43,4SA6,l3iA0H(l,45AR, I LOO, IPR t 3 aq 5140
CCMmC.\'/AIR/G A,GAl,r,A2,GAl2,GA3 .PH04, TO.PO, UO.MO tGRAV TP 40 5 150COfMfVj/PLEL/RHOF.FTAT, A,N TP SO 5 160
CCM-CN/ICSS/PI 01,P102.PIB1,PI82,PIN TPA0 5170
CCM'TN/RLP/W A, '„F
.
*T , F.aoOT.CST AR.PT4.TT4 TR 40 5 I 30
CO— nN /G FI/RF ,GF «GPiiGF2,GFl2iGf3 TRAO 5 1^0COMMPN/NCZ/Mh, PTt, ,P{> T3.A05200
CC««( N/3ES/CF, TH->LST ,[ SP.SFC TR4 15'TO
CCf"("N/rK^/0T5 ,P5 TJ405?20CC»H/IM/»TC,TTC TR405230
Cu—CN/CCN/PTICmICAIC. ALFA TRAO 52 '.0
COfTN/ThP-i/wi I ,PT1 l .M21.PT2 1, MSI ,PTS1 TR 40 52 50
CO«Mr»j/N</-i 2,
?
T 12,M22.PT22,MS2,PTS2 TP 40 5260
Cr.yi.u /r> [F/M?, PT?,P2 TR4062T0
CCMMOM/r. t-e/Mj\ ,f ?1 , PT3 .PT3M.M*. ,AS TR 40 6PM0
SEiL MO ,KIC, VI l,f 12 ."2 ,M3N, M3I ,H4,M5 , M6 TRA06790
REAL L 3 ,N,ISP,M21 .M22.MS l, MS2 TRA053OO
CAILCCNE TP(M)S310
CALL "IN TR40532O
IF( ILOO.lE.l )GC TO u TRA0533O
!LC0=6l TPA05340
RFT'JPN T R4053S0
11 CALL THRCATI l.MH.Al ) TR»0o3f.0
IF( ILCO.LE.UGC TO 13 TRA05370
ILC0=62 TRA153A0
RFTUPN TR 40 6 390
13 CALL NSP I l.MU ,M12. PTU.PT12 J TRA05400
C4LL 15 I FFUSI I , Al , M12) TR405410




SLPPHUT INC CONF TR405460
CC.vMPN/GEn/A«EF,40, At ,A2 .A30.A3.A5, A6.L3.A0AR, A5AR, ILOO, IPft TRAO 54 70
CGMMC'J/A [R/GA,GA1,GA2,GA12,GA3 ,RHOA, T0,P0.U0,M0.GRAV TRAO 54 AO
CCM-PN/FLEL/PHCF .FT AT, A, N TR4U5490
CCM>TN/LCS3/PlOl,PID2.P!dl.PIB2.P!N TRAO 5 500
CCVW'N/PLP/w 4, wF , «T ,F
,
ROOT, C ST AR.PT4, TT4 TO \o 65 10
CCMMrN/GFI/o F.GF ,GF1 .GF2.GF12.GF3 TP405520
C0t"*!.N/NCZ/M6, a TL ,P6 TRA05530
CCM«PN/FES/CF, TH3LST.ISP.3FC TRAO 5 540
CCMTN/CI-P/o T5 ,P5 TRA05550
CCf" *!/ I M/P T C,TTC TRA0556O
CO^CN/CCN/PTIC, '1C. A1C, ALFA T R40 5570
CCMMPN/ TFR°/ "ll.^Tll,- 21. PT2 I. MS I. PTSl TR 4055 30
CCI»Mr.f:/NS/«I 2.PT12.M22.PT22.MS2.PTS2 TRAO 5 5 90
COMMON /O IF/M2, PT2.R2 TRAO 5 600
COMMON /CHE/M3N , M3 I. PT3 .PT3M.M4 ,AS TRAO 56 1
RFAL MO .,» 1C, Ml 1, M l^ ,M2 .M3N.M3I .M4.M5 ,M6 TRAO5620
RE«L L 3.N. ISP, -21,^2?, MSI, MS2 T R40563O
RE4L UN,H TRA06640
CCC ALFA IS THC HALF ANGLE OF THE CONE TR405650
CP=< .0A3+.096/M0»*2l *( ALFA/10. )«»t.69 TP403660
P 1P0=1 . CP'GA/ 2*MC»*2 TR4U5670
MN'S'Jf T(l.»(PlP0-l.)«(GA»l)/(2 *GA ) ) TRAO 5680
PT IPTu-P |P'J«»< -1 ./( GA-1. I )«( (0 4*U«MN»*2/ TRAO 5690
/( (G4-1 )»KN*»2«-2.))*"IGA/(GA-1)) TO AO 5 700
3 E T i =. i. S 1 M MM / M c I T A 5 7 I
TETAsAT AM '. «CGTAM 3FTA ) »(MN»* 2-1 .) / TR 40 5 7 20
/(vio**'MC4iCUS(2* w FT4)l*2.l) TR 40 5 730
"l=3C' T ( ( I.* <GA-l )/2*MN««2 )/(GA»MN*« 2-IGA-D/2)/ T R 40 5 740
/( S I.N (rt = TA- TFT A ) l«*2 ) TRAO 5 750
AlAO=( F.-TAN (TETA)/TAN(9ET4) l»COS(TETA) TRAO 5 760
93







SUBKrUTINP MN TRA05S3OCO ur,,4/GE0/APEF, AO. A1.A2.A30.A3.A5, A6.L3.A0AO, A5AR, I LOO. I PR TR4 0->8'»0
CC^MON /» IR/G 4,GAI.'JA2,GA12.GA3 .RHOA, TO.PO. JO.MQ.GRAV TPA05d r>0
CCMMfVi/FLFL/RHCF .ETA T.A.N TR 10 5 860
CO^KDN/LCSS/PIDl ,PI02,PIBl,PIB2,PIN TR4 0S8 7O
CCmmon/BLR/wA, WF ,wt ,F.»OOT ,CST AP,PT<t,TT4 TRAO"58flO
CCKir'N/r, FI/RF.GF ,GF1,GF2,GF12. GF3 T=>40 5 8-»0
fCVITN /NCZ M61 PT>Jf P6 TRA0 rW00
CC^r-i/sFS/'.c, THRUST t! S°.SFC TRA0 5910
C" w vov/CHr/PTS ,Pb TRA05920
COVKr >:/ I M /P TO.TTG ' T'A0 5<no
CC'-f N/rCN/PTI C.-'ir.AlC.ALFA TRAO^iO
CC'^'l/Tl-tr/ui t ,?Tl I , '2 1 ,>>T2 1, MSI ,PTSl TR <\o
-
; oso
CCM«". j/N$/ 11 1, Pi 12.M22 iPT22.HS 2.PTS2 TRAO^ftO
CCVMI'N/:)IF/ ,<?,PT?,P2 TBAUtWTO
COf*nN/OF/M3N,f»3 [.P T 3,PT3M,M4,AS TRA0 rj9d0
P c £l lO .."If . HI 1 ,M12 , ^? ,M3'I,M3I ,M<r,M5 ,M6 TRA0S4Q0
°EAL L3.M, rSP»M2l,,M22,HSl,MS2 TR*06000
CALL T HPCAT( 2 ,M21 .A2 I TRA06010
CALL NSR(2,12l f M22,PT2lfPT22) TRAU6020
M2=M22 • TP4f)f,o30
PT2=PT?7 TQAOuO-iO
P2 = PT2« ( l.KA2»M2«»2) a *(-GA3) TRA0 6050
CALL C <°AN TRA06QAQ
I F( !Ljn .CT.l JR FTUHN TRAn^OTO
IF IPT3M.LE.P T3 JRPTURN TRA06QB0
ILCP=10 TRA06090
[FtTPfi.LT.lt RETURN TRA06100
PRINT 33 .ASAP , AOAP TR406U0
.33 F0W»TU*,2F7.3.3X.»PT3 tS LESS THAN MIN VALUE ALLOWED* > TRA0ol2Q




SUbPoiJTINF THRPATIl ,MI l,AI I TRA06170
CCy-o-j/GEO/AREF. AO, At,A2.4 30.A3,A5,A6,L3,A0AR,A5AR,IL0O,IPR T RAO 6 MO
COMMON/A 1R/GA, GAI.GA2.GA12.GA3. RHOA, TO. PO.UO. *0 . GR AV TRATM90
COv«r ,i/FLtL/°HC c ,FTAT,A,N T°A0 620O
CrM"CN/LCSS/Pini ,PI02.PIBI,PIB2,PIN TR A 62 10
CCMMCN /RLR/W A, *F ,kT ,F .ROOT ,CST AR, PT«,,TT4 TRA06?">0
CTMMOV/GFI/0 F ,r,F ,CF I t (iF2,GFl2,GF3 TR 40 62 30COWf N/NCZ/M6, PTt ,r>t> TR40b2<»0
CCML'I/RtS/CF, TH^LST, ISP.SFC THA0O2 50
CCMM(-N/f>n/PT5 ,P5 TRA06260
CQMMn*!/ I M /o TO ,TTO TRA06270
C0*MO'J/CCN/P riC.MlC.AlC.ALFA TRA0 6 2 83
cr ^n.|/T(.pn/ •J ll.P T ll.^21,PT2l.MSl,PTSl TR A 06290
fCMMr>j/':S/^l 2.PT12.M22.PT22.MS2.PTS2 TRA06300
CCm«on /n if/m?, FT? ,P2 T PA0i'Jt0
CC V MCN /Oe/M3N,»rHt PT3»PT3M f M* tAS TR«0o3?0
REAL J ,MIC, Ml l.M 12 ,M2 ,M3N, M3I .M4, 45 ,M6 TRA06330
REAL L3.N. ISP.M21.M22.MSl.MS2 TRA0o340
REAL MU TRA0 6350
AN = .UC«M1C fRA06360
Gl = l.«-r;A2*MlC*»2 TR40O370
MI 1 = «1C TR406380
CALL CALCMIM II ,AN,A I ,G1. GA2.GA12) TPA06390
IF ( tlOO.GT.l IRET'JPN TPAOb^OO
[FIMIl.GE.l. JGO TOt 1 7, 18,191 ,1 TRA06<.10
ILC n=lO TPA0b'V20
IFI [Pr" .LT.l) RETURN TR40b430
?° IN T 15.A5AR.A0AB T'JOt't<.i)
15 FCR^ATI 1X.2F7. 3.3X, "JNSTART CCNOITTONSM TRAW.^50
IF! IPR.GE.2ICALL PR I N TRA06460
RETUrN TRAOo-,70






file: trajet Fortran a naval postgraduate school
return .- tra0 6490




PTSI = PT1C*PI01*PIC2S TRA06540
PFTU"N T5A06550
ENO TRA06560
TR A 65 70
SU3RCITINE NSRM ,MJ1,MI2,PT!1,PTI2) TRA06580
CCfMPN/GFO/AREF, A0.A1, A2 . A 30 , A 3, A 5, A6.L3 ,AOAR, A5AR, I LOO. I PR *»A0 6 590CC'^'N/AIR/GA.GAl .GA2.GA12.GA3.RHOA, TO.PO , UO, MO . GR AV T PAG 5600
COMV'.'N/FLFL/RhCF ,f TAT, A.N TRA.J6610
C nv.MCN/L CSS/PI ni,PID2,P!8l,P!92.PIN TR\ 6620'CCu"'l/fU/WA, ViF ,wT , F.siOOT ,CSTAR,PT*,TT* TR A 66 30COMbN/GFI/RF , GF ,CF LGF2 , GF 12. GF 3 TR A 6640
CO'VC'I/HCZ/"!,, PT6 ,P6 TRIO 66 SO
C0y^r,N/F6S/CF, Tm^ijst, I SP.SFC TRAO066O
CCV"lN/ChC/PTS,P5 TRA06670
CCPTN/IM/PTO.TTO TRA066R0
CO^«""'N/CCN/P TIC.."1C.AIC, ALFA TRA0 66<*)
CQ"MCN/ThR(V mu.pti 1 ,.42 I.PT2 I, MSl.PTSl TRA it, 700
OmP';/\S/mi 2,PT12.M;>2,P T 22.MS2,P'P S2 TRA067IO
COPMGN/0 [F/M2, PT;,P2 t=A06720
CrfMrN/CKE/M3N,"J I . PT3 .PTTM.M^ .AS TRA,)o730
RFAL "0 ,»IC, Ml I, * 12 .'4? ,M3f.,M3l ,M<*,M5 ,M6 TRA0o740
LLN.ISp, "21.^22, MSI, mS2 TRAOo75
" I I .M 12 TPAJo76G
SECTION CCP'JTFS NORMAL SHnCK 'ATIO LOSSES TRAO6770
TO PT12 ,"4l2-$HAh>[R0 V0L1, P.l Id- 119. TRA06730
»TI2l = PTH*(GAl»y|l«*2/« l.*GA2*M! l«*2) )«*GA3 TR \0 6 790
PTI22* ( GA/CA 1 *M I 1 «*2-0.5/GA 12) *«( J.5/GA2) TRAOo*00
PTI2 = PT I21/PTI22 TRA06810




SLbRPUTINF 3 IFFUS I LAI ,M12 I TRA 6.860
COMMON /GEP/AREF, AO, AL A2 , A 30 , A 3 , AS . A 6, L3 , AGAR, A5 AR , ! LOO, [PR T R\0od70CCMON/A IR/GA,GAI,GA2,GA12,GA3 ,RHOA, TO.PO, UO.MO.GRAV TRA0 6880
CGMMCN/FLEl/PHrF , FT A T.A.N TR A0 6H90
CC MMHM/LCSS/P1CI .PI02.PI81 .P182.PIN . TRAOe^lO
rGMMPN/BLR/W A, *f- . k.T , F.ROOT.CST AR.pT^ ,TT* TRA0o9l0
COMMON /GF
I
/RF.GF ,GF I ,GF2 ,GF 1 2, GF3 TRA 6920
C0MMPN/NCZ/M6, PT6.P6 TRA06930
CrMMC'l/RES/CF, THRUST, ISP .SFC TRA0 6<<40
CCMMC'j/CHP/t>T5,P5 TRAOo950
CCVf './ !M/°T0,TT0 TRA06960
CCKKCN/CCN/P TIC."IC,AIC,ALFA TRA06970
Cr?wMO-|/TFPn/ 4lLPTll,M2LPT21,MSl,PTSl TRA 16980




CGKM r N/CFF/M3N,M3I, PT3 ,PT3M,M<, ,AS T RAO 7010
REAL 40 . »* I C, "l 1, V12 ,M2 ..M3N.M3I ,M<» t M5,M6 TOA07020
REAL I LN. ISP.M2 I.M22. MS1.HS2 TRA0 7O30
OgAL m(2 TRAO704O
CCC THIS S = CTION COMPUTES EXPANSION FROM THROAT OF T HE INLET T°A07.:50
CCC TC 'DINT 2 T!"0 7060
AN = AI*m I 2 T " 4 9 '^ 7
Gl = L«-GA2*MI2*»2 TRAJ7080
H2*M[2 TRA07090
CAIL CALC U (M2, AN.A2.G1 .GA2.GA12) TRAO'lOO
IFUL-on.CT.l IRETURN TRA07U0
GC TP( )l .33.33), I TRA07120
31 PT2=PT I 2«PI02 TRA0 7110
GC TO 35 TRA07140
33 FAC=tA2-AI)/ ( A2-AII TRA071S0
PIf2S= t .-FAC*( 1.-PI02) TRAO 7160
PT2=PT S2«°!02S *?SGfl70
35 P2 = PT2* I I. »GA2«"2*«2 l««(-GA3) TRA0 7l»0
PCTMCJ TRAO 7 160
ESQ ' TRA07200
95
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A1.A2.A30.A3.A5, A6,L3,A0AR, A5AP, ILOO.IPR














P'jTES LOSS c S OUE T EXPANSION INTO C0M6USTPR
1*1 1. *CA2*M2**2)























































CC.y *! rN/r.EO/APEF,A0, A I.A2 , A 30 , A 3, A5, A 6, L3 . AOAR , A5AR .ILOO.IPR
CC""f M/A IP/GA,GAl,GA2,GAl2,GAi,RH0A, TO.PO, DO, MO ,GRA
V
CO ""I'', / FLEL/RHPF .^T A T.A.N
CC«"'PN/LCSS/PIDI,P102,P[31,PIB2,PIN
CC«MP':/«t.R/W A. *F ,WT . F.RDOT ,C ST AR , PT4 , TT4




CC""P"I/ IKI /P TO.TTO
CO""""" /CCN/P riC.MlP , AlC, AL<=A
CGKMf.vj/ Th = P/vu,PTi L,M2i,0T2tt MS1.PT SI
COVMPN/NS/^12, P T 12,"22,Pr22,"S2.PTS2
CC""r,l/0lF/-12, P^2,P2
f.PMHfiN /CFF/ Mlf, ,"M , PT3 ,PT3rl,"4,AS
?EAL HO.f IC. *»U.fl2 ,'*2 ."3".M3I ,"4,M5,M&


















































































































































FILE: TRAJET. FORTRAN A NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
«EAL M31
- TRA07930
PA=29.314 TRA07940M 4=0.7 TRA07950
CALL CALCH<M4,A5,A3,GFl,GF2,GF12l TRA07963
1=1 TRA07970
P^SQRT ( TT4/TT0I*( l.*GF»M4**2)/M4*S0RT(GA/GF*RA/RF)*( l.»F) TRAO 7930
70 0EC=3*«2-4.*GA T°A0 7990
IFIOFC .L T.O. JGO TC 74 TP403000
M3N=<H-SCRT(3ECJ)/I 2*GA) TQAOHOIO
mi.GT.uco TC 72 T"A03020
"31 = '<3N TRAO.J.0306C=U . *(GA-l )/2.«M3l*«2>/(l.+ <GF-U /2.»M4»«2) TRAO 1040
8 = B*SJPT ICEC ) TRA00050
1=2 TRiJ.IQbO
GC TO 70 TOA3 10 70
72 "3N=(^3N»M3i |/2. TRA03030
P IP2 = < I »(GF-1 ) /2»«4»»2)*«(GP/( GF-l) ) / TRAOHOIO/(l»(GA-l)/2«M3N*»2)**( GA/IGA-l ))*( l+GA*M3N**2 )/( 1«GF<*M4»«2I Toao^ioo
PT2 = PT<,/FIB2 TRAOHUO
P e TiJ»N TO40H23
74 ILCC=5 TRAM I 30
IF( U'R.LT.l) RETIJON TPAOH140
PRINT 75.A5AS.A0AP T9AU1150
75 FCF«AT( IX.2F 7.3.5X, 'NEGETIve ARGUMENT FOR M3') TRAO.-UoO






S LB-CUT I NF Cn°VAL TRAOa2lO
CCV^r N/GEC/l^e c , AO, AI.A2 . A 30 , A 3t A 5, A 6, L3 t AOAR, A5AR.IL00 TRAO 3 2 20
CCPMHN/A IR/GA,GAl,GA2,GA12.GA3.PH0A, TO.PO. UO.MO ,GRA V TRAO 32 30
CC^MPN/FLFl/RHCF , FT AT, A.N T1A0R2 40
CCVCN/LCSS/Pini ,P[D2.PtBl.P[02.?tN TRAO i? 50
CCy.TN/SLx/W A, UF ,wT .F.SOOT.CST AR.PT4.TT4 TR40 4 2 60
CC^'^Gfl/RF , GF.OFl .GF2.GF12. GF3 TRAO -12 70
C^V^'l/NCZ/Mb, PTo,P6 Tq.Vj d 2H0
CCHMON/PES/CF . THPUST , ISP.SFC " TR403290
cr- >r l 'j/ci-n/pT5 ,?q Tovj.-nno
CCfMON/IM/PT0,TT0 TPAO 1H0
CCMvnN/CCM/PTlC.«lCt AlC. ALFA TRAO 8320
COMMON/ TFPO/Ml 1.PT1 1 ,M2l ,PT2l. MSI .'TSl TRAO 83 30
CC WMnN/NS/"l 2. PT12.M22.PT22.MS2.PTS2 . TR40a343
CCMMf'N/O [F/^2. PT2.P? TP40«>50
C CMM'iM/f|-c/H3N.f 31. PT3 ,PT3M, M4 ,AS TRAO 3 360
REAL m.j ,P\C, f\ 1,"12 ,'Z ,M3N,«3! .M4.15 , M6 TRAO "370
REAL L 3 , N, ISP , "2 I.M22, ''SI, MS 2 To AO 8 310
CCC THIS c. 'JPPn'lT !NF r-tC'ILATSS CO»RECT PLACE OF NORMAL SHOCK TRAO 1 190




AS» = A2 TRA03420
[AS = TRA03430
52 AS=( ASL *ASP) /2. TRAO 3440
1 A S= l A S 1 TRA01450
IF( US .GT.15 )G0 TO 5 3 TR40J460
CALL TMCCATI 3,«Sl ,AS > TRA01470
CALL NSR (3.MSI ,VS2. PTSI.PTS21 T"40o4lO
CALL OlFFuSt 3.AS.MS2) TRA03490
CALL =XP4N TRA08500




ACFL = A8S (DEL 1/PT3M TQ40 3*>50
IFIACFL.LE.0.0C5IG0 TO 55 TRAO 1560
IF(OFL) 54,55,56 I5 A2^I2
54 A^PsAS TPA03-)80
Cfi Tn 52 TRAO 3500
55 PT11=PTS1 TR401600
PTI2=°TS2 TRA01610
«12 = «S> 'PA0 3630
RCTUPN T °4d16'.0
97






59 FORMAT ( IX, 2F 7.3.5*. 'DOES NOT *INO CORRECT NORMAL SHOCK')

































































































































































































































































































A I, A2 , 4 30.A3.A5, A6.L3.A0AR, A5AR, I LOO, I PR
A2.oAl2,GA3,RH0\,T0.P0,U0,M0,GRAV











RAG.RPO ,LRF ,wPR,U,WB,0FLU,3FLT,TT .T^TA, I RAM,













































































FUEl TRAJET FORTRAN A NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
»EAL ^O.MIC. ^U.yl2.M2,M3N,M3I ,M«.^5 ,W6 TRAO<n70
REAL L3.N.^P,M2l,M22.^Sl.MS2,MUA,LPR TRA09380AOAK=AO/ARFF T'»n91Q(lA1CA0=A1C/A0 TRA09400
AIA0 = A1/A0 TR409410A2A0=A2/A0 TRA09420A3AR = A3/AR<=F TPA094^0
ilA***l'** f* TR,\Q9<,40AfcA5=u6/A5 TOA09450
ASAO=AS/AO TR409<,60
°iroo=PTir/PTo to\6<?<v?o
P11PIC = PTU/PTIC TRA09480
P12PU = PTl <{/PTU TRAOv^O
P2P12* PT2/PT 12 TOAJ9500
P2P2 = jr->»/PT2 TRAO9510
P3KP3=PT3'4/PT3 TR.VJOS20
p^f 3=PT4/PT3 I TRA0-)S3O
PfaF4=PTfa/PT4 T0A0954O
PfcPO=PT6/PrO TRV39S50
«FV.A = F »IC0. TRA09S60





PRINT 2m TRAO ,610
PRINT 216 TRA04623
PRINT 2\t . TRA09630
PRiNT 22C TPA09640
PRINT 222.AREF.L3.TETP TRA09650
PRINT 224 TRAO ^660
PRINT 226, AOAR , A 1CAO , A lAOt A2AO ,A3AR ,A«5A< ,A6A5 TP439670
PRINT 232 TRA09610
PRINT ?34,MO .M1C.W6 TRA09690
PRINT 236 TR4CJ7QO
PRINT 23e,P!0l.PI02iPIN TPA09710
PR INT 2<,4 TRAO v7?0
PRINT 246 • TPAQ9730
PRINT 2<ig,PO,T0,RHOA .PTO.TTO.GA- TOA0W40
PRINT 25C TPAO >750
PRINT 252 TO'.Q)760
77 CONTINUE TRAO J770
PRINT 256, TI ,M0.ASA0,WA,WFWA,M2.H3N, M3t. *4, . TR4Q97P0
• PtCPO.P l2Pll.P3 D 2,P4P3,P6PO, T9A09790
•OF ,TTh,CF,THPuST, ISP TRAO-**00
210 format I IH,40X,'CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC ) TR109rtiO
212 FORMAT (4lx,'CCC CCC'I TRA09B20
214 FTPMATI t, IX.' CCC SPLIO FUEL RAMJET CCC'I TPA09830
216 FCCAT («, lX.'CCC CCC'I T R&USH40
2ia F0PMAT{*1X,'CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC , ///J TRAQ98S0
220 FO^ATf 5 X. "JPCfETRlCAL DATA:*//) TRA09860
222 FjS-«AT(dX,'4«<- F = '."11.4,"'2'.3X,'L3»',Ell.4,' >4',5X, »TETP»» .P5.1//ITRA0 'H7Q
224 F^PWAT( lCX,'AO/AP<:(:.,i Xt .,U c/ A0 i,3x. 4i / A o',5X,'A2/AO', TPA0'->880
• 5X.'\i/ACrF',<.X,'A5/A,<eF',4X,'A6/A5 i /) TRV3 9890
226 FQPMAT ( 6X, 7F 10.4/// I TPA09900
232 FTP1AT ( ICX,' -0' .dX, 'MIC , 7X, 'M6'/l 'PA09910
^3*, POBXATI fax, 3F 10.4/// I TRAO'<9?0
236 FORMAT ( 5X. 'CONSTANT LOSSES:'/) TRA09930
238 FCP«AT(iX,'PIOl = ',F7.3,jX,'P[02=',F7.3,5X,'Pn*',F7.3//) TR A 09940
244 FURVAT ( 5X, 'I N[ TI6L FLIGHT CDNO I TJ ONS : ' // I TRA09950
246 FrP u AT(lCX,'P0(<r,/M2!' ,2X,'T0(K)',6X, 'R00<KG/*3 )• , IX, TRAO 9060
«• PT0(<r,/V2 )•
. IX, ' TTO(K I • ,rtX, 'G A' / ) TRA0S97O
248 FG&MAM ax, 5c 11 .3.F1 0.3///I TRAO-,980
250 F0RMAT(3X,'TIMC., <7x,'MO',3X,'AS/AO', 1X,'WA , ,4X, 'WF/WA' .IX, TRAO 9Q9Q
«'.«2' ,4X , 'MVI • , 3X, 'M31 ' ,3 X, • H4' ,7X ,' T!">TAL PRtS. RATIOS') TP.AIJOOO
252 FORMAT ( 5tX,' 1C/C .?X, • 12/ 11' ,2X, ' 3/2 • ,3X, TPAMOIO
• '4/3'
. 2X , '6/0* ,3X,' C-l ' .3 X, ' TT", IK) • , I X, TR A I 3020
*'CF',',X,'F( ,I)',3X,'!SP'/) TRA130 30






FILE: TRAJET FORTRAN A NAVAL POSTGR AOUATE SCHOOL
COMMON /TPA/P I , MUA,DRAG,RPP,LP° , WPR , IT, WB, HELD, 3ELT , T I , T ET A, I RAM, TRAl 0090
,IL.ILO,Y,YO. T08,Xl,Yl,x2,Y2,X3,Y3,WPRa,R, TORB, I TRA, TETiOO, XC8, YOB TPA101OO
CCMMrN/OErj/iRCF, AO. Al,A2,A30,A3,A5,A6,L3,AOAR,45AR, I LOO, [PR THAI 0110
COMMON /A IR/3A.GA1.GA2, GA12 t GA3 »R*4QA» TO.PO , JO ,M0 , GR A V TRA I 0120
C0«mpn/3LR/wa, HF,wT,F,R00TiCSTAR,PT* t TT4 TRAL0130
COMMON /PES /C c , THRUST, I SP.SFC T RA1J1^0
COMMrN/CCN/P TIC.MICAIC AL = A TRA 10 I SO
COWj*j/neG/TETP,CCN.rFT,Cnww,C0WF,AP R
.
SPR , SWW , Q , XMO TR M 0160
RFAL "0 ,L°-<, L3.VUA. I SP.M1C TRA10170
A!TRA=TTPA T34L0I80
AITOA= Ae?( At rB Al TRA10190
IF( A[-OA.0T. I. )G0 TO 23 TRA19200
IF IJTPA.GT.J ) ITRA = 2 TRA10210
IF ( ITR A.LT.O I I TRA=-2 TRA10220
T!=0. TRA1023O
Y0=0. TRAl 02*0
Y = YO ' TP.Al 5250
TFTAO-TETA03*P!/180. TRA10260
TFTA=T£TA0 TRA10270
CCC VACUUM TIME QF EL TGHT(TOFV): TRAl 0280
T0FV = 2.*(j»SlN(TETA)/GRAV TRA 1029
I LC = ^ • T »MJ!00
CEir = TCFW50./IL0 TPA13310
IF ( ITS A.LT.O )GC TC 125 . TR410320
W»1TF<2,1311 TRA10330
WKIT^I 3,131) TRAl 03*0
131 F"kMaT( 1M1/// ,*0X, 'RAMJET TRAJECTORY »///.) T RU0350
wR! TC ('>.l32) thai 0360
132 FflPMtTCax, 1 (0"AG COFF. )•///) TR41037O
wR
I
T E ( 2, 133) TRAl 3380
WRJTFI 3,133) TRAl 0390
133 F0P«AT(*X,'l°R'.7X.'WPR' ^X.'ASO'.TX.'AO/AR'.SX.'AS/AR'.SX.'LS*. TRA 10*00
,8X,'U0'
, ex.'IJ' ,9X,'W8' ,8X, 'TOF V»/) TRA) 1*10
wPITr(?,i35)LPR,WPO,A30,AOAR,ASAR,L3
, UO, U . W8 , TOF V TRAl 0*20
»RITC( 3, 1351 LPRt WPR, A30, A0AR.A5AR.L3 , DO, U, WB, TOFV T-*s| o*30
135 FPOMftTI ?>, 1 JF1C.3///) TRAtO**0
wSlTr!2,l37l TRA10*50
137 Fr>,MAr(*X,'TT«,8X,'X3' ,8X,' Y3» ,8X,'TETA» ,6X t •MQ 1 ,*Xt PO* • 8X, TRAl 0*60
,
' RH'JA' ,6X,'T0' ,UX, 'Mi)A • , 7X, 'WPP ' , 3X f 'ORAC* ,2X, ' THRUST' /) TRAl J* TO
»R ITC13. l«,C) TRAIO'.MQ
1^,0 CHDMAT (*X, »TE TP« ,6X, 'CON' , 7X, 'COS' ,7X, 'CDWW* ,6X,'CDWF',6X, TRAl }<,90
, 'APR* ,7X,«S1»R* ,7X,«SWw',7X, • C ' ,9X . ' XMO • /
)
T SAl JSOO
125 !L=IL0 > TRA10510
X1=0. TRA10520
Yl=Y0 TRAIJ530
X2=U«f nS(TETA) »0EIT T PA105*O
Y2=U*SI N (TET A) «OELT TRAU550
23 CALL ATM TRAl 0560
M0='J/SORT(GA«G?AV»R*TO) TRAl 0570
C T»A10580
C AIR OFFENCE CASE:DO NOT LET "0 IE TCO SMALL, TO ALLOW M ANUVEP INGTR a 1 05<10
C TRA1060G
!F( IRAM.GT.DGC TO 138 TRAIC610
IF( ''0.LT.XMO1GO TO 29 TRAl 3620
138 CALL ORAGG TRA10630
IF( ILOO.CT.l IPETl/RN TRAluo*0






TET0 = TETA*180./PT TR110690
IP( Y3.L C .YO) IL = I LO TRAU/OO
IFUL.LT.ILO >G0 TO 28 TOA10710
!L=0 TRA10720
IF( ITR 4.LT.0 )G0 T 127 TPA10730
Wfll Tr |2 , 134) TI ,X3,Y3,TET0,M0,P0.RH0A,T0.MUA,WOR,DRAG,THRUST TRAIO KO
139 FORMAT ( IX, tF 1 . 3 , F6 . 3 , <»E IC . 3 , 3F7. I) T R»1J750
WRITFI 3 , 1*1 1 T = T°,CnN,tFT,COWW,Cr)WF,APR,SPR,SWW,0,XMO To A 10 760
1*1 FORMAT ( 1 X.F5 .1 ,5X,o£lU.3 .2X.F5 .2) TRUJ/fO
127 I c (Y3.Lc .Y01G0 TO >9 TRA10780
28 IL=IL*l T RA1079Q
RFTUPN r RAlO*00
100
FILE: TRAJft FORTRAN NAVAL POSTGRAOUATP. SCH03L




IF( ! RAM.NF. 1 )C.r> TO 30
IP4M=2
GO TO 1 38
30 IF (PR4.LT.0 ) GO T n 31
PRINT I4fc, TE TA0O. Tnpp,xOB, yn*
146 c no«4f T ( I X,///, 10X,' T r TA=» ,F5.' , 7X , 'TIME OF BIJRN'NG=',
.F6.2.1X
,
'", C C • . 7X, 'P ANGE Or HU' NtNG*' .^lO.^t IX, "<M«, 7X,
.'HCK.wT (-p 8')RN[NGr • ,E10.4,IX, 'KMM
stco
31 P0|T 1A8.A04P ,A5AP,T?RH,xaa,¥nR,TI,X3.Y1,TeT-» t TFTAOO
l<-8 FORMAT ( 2X,lO r l 1.3)
RETlJK'i
END
SUPRt'ilT I NF A T M
CGM'^M/TRA/P ! , >4IIA,TRAG ,RPB , lpf ,WPP,i) ,WB, OFIJJ,"!* L T , * I ,TTJ, ! RAM,
• tL.M 0, Y,YO. Tnn.xi.Yl ,X2.Y 2,X-».Y3,«r»Rn,R,T1R<<, I to a, '"AOO. XCn, YOB
Cn»Mn»i/r,ro/ARcp, >C,\] ,A2,A'0,A 3, A 5. A 6. 1.3. A OAR. A54!- . M nn , | pp
rr«Mf-/4 jp/r, A , 13 Al ,r,A2. &i i;',GA3 .rmoa, to,po,')O,"0,G' av
rfal "o, ipp.i 3 • vt;« , t sp,'«ic
CCC ATKO^PHcpif Fnp^ii^ cor ppc^^npc, irsjst ty.t^ «P3ft titf ,v1 SCnSTTY
CCC UH\ T *, tM Kf-./«2 ,Kf./M3, TF3.K ,KG/ M.ST RT S3 . ; -IF I * H T [ Y 1 . I»l FT.
PO=l. ) 13 22 c iH»cxP(-lh.2-—-i6«Y*«1.1«)»
RHPA^ 1 . 2 24H4 5«EXP(-7.4E-0l>«Y«* 1.15)
IF< Y.GF.36fV»Q)G0 TO 25
T0=2««. 1 t*FX p l -3.70 7"". c-Oo*Y** I .0709 )
MtlA=l
. 7 t)3«r -0 5«FXf(- LS.5 2 3 r -0 6*Y**0.8<.R4l
GO Tn 77
25 T0=217.?4





































RA/PI , MUA.ORAG .RPB.LPP .WPR.U , *8, DFUJ, "»FI T , T ! .TFT A, I RAM,
,Y0, T0B.X1, Y1,X?,Y2,X"1 ,Y3,WPRn,R,TOflH,I T SA , TFT AOO , X Cd , YOP
F n/A3CF,AO,M,A2..:30,A3,A'>,A6,L3,AO\<; .ASVO,!LOC),|us
IP/O A,GA1 ,("A2.GA12 .GA3 .RH n ">. TO ,PO,"»0,MO, G"S V
L»/WA,wF,WT,F,RnnT,PSTAR,PT4,rT4
PS/CF , TH--IIST , I SP, C FC
rM/PTlC,M If. .atC.AI FA


















P A M . G F .
tCM(r<"T
. L f . L ) G
GG















C T f 4
AG.SP 1 , LP' ,WM-,U t «B,OP|.J,"l?l T, T', TFT.\, ISAM,
I.X2.Y2.X3 .Y3.WPRB.R , T nR^, ] TPi,TCT* O. XOrt, YOB
I . A2 . A 30.A 3.A«;.A6.L3.A0AB, ASAP, ! Lnn.t PR



















TP^ 1 )H £»0
r <"i 1 1900
TP1 i ;<5i n
'B 1 1 ^Q"0




TO 5 1 i^ro
TP1 l V)*0
T R^ i asoo
T 0.\ i t )nn
TRA 1 l 31 J




T P ", 1 10*0
TRA 1 1 Of*0
TR" 1 I 070
T3%
1 'ono
TO «, 1 10^0
TRA 1 I ICO
TP» 1 1 1 T
TS ^ i 1120
T o y 1 1 130
TPA 1 1 140
TO/\
1 I ISO
r A 1 ' W>0
TO \ 1 1)70
TRA I i iao
TPA » 1 t QO




TR A I 1 -XVO
TO A I !2S0
TP A I 12*-0
TRA 1 l '70
TO A I 1 280
TRA I 1210
TPA 1 1300
TRA I 1 310T P* 1 13'0
TO A 1 i -no
TRA 1 1 340
TRA » ' 'SO
TO A I 1 360
T 0A 1 1370
TO A 1 1 3*0
r R A 1 1 TOO







TO A I I 4 SO
TOA I 1460
Tflf 1 1470
TO 5 ; i 4*o
TJ 1
1 14 13
TOA 1 1 Sno
TRA 1 I <-> 1 T
TOA I 1S20
101
FILE: TRAJET FORTRAN A NAVAL .POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
45 CALL 0«AGWw( mo,GA,BWING,CwING,CDWW.)-
CALL CALCOIL'R.CFT)
CALL CALC3ICwlNG,CRWF)
APBsPI «Q. PR»« 2
SPRija P j »ppa,»i_pp
Sta» = S*RVi IMG*C « l\G
Q=0.5«RHCA*U**2














































I , WJA.DPAG .RPP.LPR ,WPR,U ,W8.0ELU,DELT,TI , TFTA, 19 AM,
Tr, H,Al,Yl,X2.V2tX3,Y3,^P*B,R,TORtt.I TR A , TET AOD , X C8 , YOB




, ThPUST , I SP , SFC
TIC* IC, A I C, ALFA
ETP.CCfl.CFT.Cnww.CDWF .APR, SPR,SWW,Q , xmo
L3.HUA, I SP.MIC
3*0. CS6/ MO **2)*(AL FA/ 10. 1**1.69







COMMON/ GEO/APEF.AO, 41, A2 ,A30,A 3, A5.A6.L3, AOAR, A5AR, I LOO, I PR'
IF(X« .GF.l. 5 100 TO 13
CCN=( .Cd3+0.C96/XM*«2) *1.21
C AT(ho.lT.U5) PPPGRAM COWL. WHICH CALCULATES CON, DOES NOT WORK,
C THE APPROXIMATE VALUE HF«E FITS AT THE BOUNDARY.








RACFG= D ! /180 .
04 TA T »C/5./ .0RFF/5./,H/0.09 52 5/,C/0.063 5/,T/0.01./
AREF = P I * <DREF*0.C254)«*2/4.
9wIN0=«
CWlNG*C
ALL LENGTHS IN METERS.
I F( xm.GE .1.2 5 1G0 TO 13
CDWW=O.C 17
THF SLBR1UTINE TOES NOT WORK ATI MO. LT . 1 .25
)





ANI l = AN[ C-TW
ANI2=ANI C*TW
CALL ? c FSIXM .CA.POPT)
CALL APPANTI XM.GA, ANl I)
CALL PRFS(XM1,GA,P1PT)





















































































SLRRHUTINE »»AM (XMI.GA, AN I )
8ETA = SQRT<X««t»*2-l. )




SUBROUTINE APRANTIXM! ,GA ,ANI )
IF(XMt .LE.l. OIGO TQ 553
IFUNI .1 T.O. OIGO TO 558
3ETA=SQRT (XM I ••2-1.
)
GARATaSOBTtJ GA-l. )/ (GA*t . )
I
[BfTA=0
t- sAT AM GAR AT* BET A)/OA(- AT- AT AN ( BETA)- AN I
FP=t./ll.»(3ARAT»KETAJ*«2)-l./ll.»8ETA**2)
I8ETA* ! «ET4*l
IF ( I8E TA.GT. 12 )GC TO 558
IFIFP.cq.c.j igc TC 558
OFTANs«ETA-F/FP





PRINT 56C. I3ETA.AM ,F,FP .BETA
FORMAT (• '.'STOP FROM 560* , I 3, *< 2 X, E 11 .* i )
STCP
ENO
SUBROUTINE PRESIXMI ,GA,P IPT)





































/TRA/PT , MUA.ORAG.RPR.LPR .WPR.U ,W8. OELU. DELT , T I ,T ETA, I RAM,
,Y,Y0,Tr>R,xl,Yl,X2,Y2,X3,Y3 ,WP R9 ,R , TORB, I TRA , TETAOO, X CB, YOB
/GF^/AREF, AO, Al, A2 . A 30 , A 3 , A5, A 6, L 3 . AOAR , A5AR . ILCO. I PR
/ AIR/G A,GAl,OA2.GAl.2 ,GA3 ,RHOA, TO ,?0 ,U0 ,M0 ,GRA
V
/HLR/W A, »F ,r*T , C ,<OOT ,CSTAR,PT<t,TT*.
/"ES/CF, T^LST.ISP.SFC/CCN/PTK. MIC. A1C, ALFA





.LE.2. = Ct>)GO TO 8
T ( X J *4L1Gta<X*REL 1-0.2*2
1 .C/SORT (X)»< ALOGIOISQRT (X»REL )*E) )
-C>/FXOOT
S( X-<NE»)










































































TO 4 1 2910
TRA L '9?0





























y 3 = < -r,
DATA c
T I = T I »
TETA=A



















































REAO ( 5 .
R EAD 1 5 .
REAO ( 5.

























I ,«IJA,0RAG,RPR.LPR ,WP«,U ,WB,OELU,OELT,TI,TETA, I RAM,
TCB.Xl,Yl,X2.Y2.X3.Y3.WPR8,B,T0R8,[TRA,TF T 40D,XC9, YOB
RFF, AO. Al, A2 .A30.A3.A5.A6.L3.A0AP., A5AR, (LOO, I PR
A.GA I.GA2.GA12 .GA3 .PHOA , TO.PO.UO.MO.GRAV
A, WF ,WT , P.RDOT .CST AR,PT4,TT4







































































































Y I.X2 , Y2.X3
.CFT.C^WW.C
,*Z . "3N, "31
22. MSI, "S2.










,woo,n, WB,oELU,DELT,TT,TETA, I RAM,








: = 3 a
trajF
K CI





































CLEAN ram*traj:=i NO prin;
ACH.: =-1 TRAJ, ONLY,
C.N ARFAS
WILL LOOP i. PRINT ONLY SUMMARY
E; = 5 HEAT; = 6 INLET161 *IN,













































TR \ L U20
TRA i 3330
TRA 3*4.0
TRA 3 3 50


































FILE: TRAJET FORTRAN A NAVAL. POSTGRAOUATE SCHOOL
A6*AREF - TRA1 3690
RPB=2.5*C.025<» TRA13700
l.PR =60.97»0. 025* TRU3710
WPF=10<..7«0. *535<3 TR413720
P 1=3.1 41 5926 TRM3730
13 = 23. «.C254 TR ftl -j7A0
CCC 41° FICW T "4l 3750
GA=1.4 TRM3760
CCC RHttA JN KG/>«3,T0 !N 060. KELVIN, PO IN ATM. ARE GIVEN FROM TRAJ TRA13770
CCC PiJ?L = nTPe TRAl 3780
E T A T = 0.9 T3 4 1 \790
CCC DATA FOR R03T»A»WAA3*»N, IN/SEC TR41">800
A = C06 TRAl 3 310
N =C6 TRM )=<20
RHfp*0.035l TRAl mo
CCC RKF IN 19/1 N3,*972 -KG/M3 TRAl 3«40
RHrF=*HnF». 45359/(2. 54/l00l*»3 TPA13850
CCC FLIGHT CCNTI T ICNS: TRAl3*t>0
CCC UC IN FT/SEC : 1FT. = 30.48C* TR4MH70
Uu=25J0. T ""\l 3360
UO=UG«. 3C48 TRAJ iaoo
h? 4V = 9. 8C7 TRM 3-)00
CCC GRAV 1 f< H/SEC2 . o»PERFECT GAS CONSTANTIFOR AIR). TRM 3910




APPENDIX E: COMPUTER PROGRAM LIST OF SYMBOLS







































Area at station j
Area behind a conical shock wave
Area ahead of a normal shock wave
Area behind a normal shock wave
Initial area at station 3
Area ratios
Length of combustion chamber
Length of projectile
Radius of projectile
Inlet cone half angle





















°K Static temperature at altitude y
3
2kg/m Static pressure at altitude y,
3
kg/m Air density at altitude y
3
2
N.sec/m Air viscosity at altitude y~
m/sec Projectile muzzle velocity
Projectile initial mach number
m/sec 2 Gravity (9.807)

















































- Burning rate parameters
kg/sec Air mass flow
kg/ sec Fuel mass flow





































PTJ1, PTJ2 PTj1 . p Tj2












Static temperature at station j
Total temperature at station j
Static pressure at station j
Total pressure at station j
Mach number at station j




M~ calculated from nozzle and inlet
direction, respectively.
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PROGRAM EQUATIONS UNITS MEANING
SYMBOL SYMBOL
LOSSES SYMBOLS
PID1 V - Boundary layer losses
PID2 V - Subsonic diffuser recovery
PIN \ - Nozzle losses
- \ - Conical wave losses
-
^NS




_ TTu _ Heat losses
110





















































kg Mass of projectile
kg Mass of booster





sec Change in time
sec Time
sec Time of burning
deg. Gun elevation angle
deg. Projectile second cowl angle
DRAG COEFFICIENT
Nose drag coefficient
Wing wave drag coefficient
Wing friction drag coefficient
Skin drag coefficient (laminar/ turbulent)
Base drag coefficient
112
PROGRAM EQUATIONS UNITS MEANING
SYMBOL SYMBOL
MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS
PI tt - 3.14159
IPR - - Printing parameter: > combustion
results together with'trajectory
(on different files) :
= working results only;
= 1 also reasons for not running
= 2 also full reasons for not running
= 3 also loop on mach number (CALCM)
=
-1 trajectory prints only
ITRA - - Loop paramerer:



















ILOO - - Check parameter:
< 1 regular run
> 1 doesn't have a solution
IL, ILO - - Trajectory printing parameter
(prints every ILO point).
IRAM - - Ramjet parameter:
= ramjet in operation
= 1 projectile without propulsion
XMO XMn




























Computes combustion chamber's performance
Thermodynamic comand subroutine
Computes, by interpulation, thermodynaic
conditions, or cowl drag coefficients.
Computes nozzle performance
Computes mach number indirectly
Computes ramjet performance
Checks if nozzle is choked
Command subroutine for inlet
Computes conical wave loss
Computes boundary layer loss
Computes normal shock loss
Computes subsonic diffuser performance
Command subroutine to compute situation
when normal shock is at point 2
Command subroutine to compute situation when
normal shock is at the correct place
Computes losses due to expansion into the
combustion chamber
Computes heat losses at combustion chamber
Check for pressure capability
Command subroutine to compute trajectory





















Computes skin drag coefficient, indirectly
Cowl drag command subroutine
Computes wing/fin wave drag coefficient
(command subroutine)
Computes Prandtl -Meyer angle (v)
from a given mach number
Computes mach number from a given Prandtl -
Meyer angle (v)
Pressure ratios formula
Computes drag coefficients of a projectile
without combustion
Computes the dynamics of the projectile
Initial data
Prints ramjet performance
Prints detailed values when does not fine
solution
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APPENDIX F: COMPUTER PROGRAM USERS GUIDE
Fl . Input Data
AOAR, A5AR, A1AO, A2A0, A3AR
ALFA, TETA, TETP
IPR, ITRA, XMO, IRAM
PID1, PID2, PIN
Options
ALFA = Inlet cone half angle
TETA = Gun elevation angle
TETP = Second cowl angle
IRP = clean print of RAM + TRAJ
= 1, 2, 3 more details on RAM
=
-1 TRAJ only
ITRA = 1 works on one set of data
=
-1 loop on A0£A5
IRAM = Ramjet
= 1 Projectile without propulsion




GLOBAL TXTLIB F0RTM0D2 M0D2EEH
F2.2 Compilation
FORTGI TRAJET
F2.3 Run on Terminal
FILEDEF 02 DISK TRJ D(RECFM F BLOCK 132 PERM
FILEDEF 03 DISK DRG D(RECFM F BLOCK 132 PERM
116
FILEDEF 05 DISK INP D
FILEDEF 06 DISK CMB D
EXEC RUN TRAJET
XEDIT CMB D
(or: XEDIT TRJ D)
(or: XEDIT DRG D)
Note: CMB D will contain the combustion process results
TRJ D will contain the trajectory part.








Gl. PROG RAM AERO^ : LISTING
(*) The original program was developed by T. H. Gawain [-9]. The modification
listed here was prepared for this report to calculate the cowl drag coefficient.




IMt FGER«4< I -Ml
01 KENS I ON X( 70 2).<M702 ),RP<7 02 I.XH 702)fFo<702) ,G0( 7021,GI702) , JA0I7 02 It on 2 I /0 2) ,ONA( 7 02) ,i)M A< ICf* I ,K AP 1 8 )
oats K^<'/•ncl/,Kl^/••M•/,KCG/ , CG'/.<rn/«ro«/ t <To/«Tn»/,
K or /• Pri i /,<r)T/ «0T t/,KOM/ «^n« /, KOVO T'/ f XM/-*.-)30 3/,XL/<7.S0/,
Nl /500/ fiNA/20 3/.VS/? 10/ .» TAB/ 20/ . X NO" F/ ' f>l ' /,<T\fL/ , r' , «/,kap/«x cc .'°Rri •, »i»tpi , i , • ( ' 3=' , • Ntr. r- • , >t i v= • , • ) •/





















I F I K !
I F ( K '.
! F ( K •





























rNT-» rrviTROl C0()F AS FOLIOWS:'/
N E* J' AN'. T ION' , T4| , 'C»jT=-;. up i /
IN?t |T ?!»<Mtifpv,r4l,irsTep IN"/
T r G r "'teTR T Al ARO AYS • ,T4I
,
,C N TC R CG'/
LATe ".(TOUT' , r 4l ,* C NT""*< fit/\yp r-^Tpijr i
t T^i , •- HT C TO'/





















































































PFPSnNir CL^W ABOUT A SLIGHTLY »'Tf.HF% SL c NOEB,i
COY 'te = FVOI 'JT ION. THIS PRnr.KAM UTILIZES a ./
LI'"ARtZ cO iNALYSIS 0=V"LOP c O HY T ,rt. G AWA I N , ' /
IFr PO" COWL ORAG CALCULATION 0= A Gll"ie-)i/
F rv 0. AMIC.HAI .• /
LIMfARIZFO T H =ORY SATTSFIPS TH" fl IIUNP \P Y • /
S TNLY APr>ROX'M.\TR Y, AT THF AXIS: THT rsecc N Tt/































SO THAT THF LAFGFST CFOSS-SrcTI
(IS. AEROOYNAMir. TOFF F I C I =»IT<; AR
ON IS
= BAS'
ONSIST<; OF A CONIC" M TR ">', MM "0S C ,
OH ON, IF s ,c CT' v-l r , IN'/
OF UNIFntu m|T :aO|'I«, \-n AN OPTION
F A TRij'irir"') CONe TR ^,I»e, r.y««n| r
TOT^L l c N", TH XL T S llJUOt WtOP n !'iT-l ml
Hin'H H=<l/ lll. NOSr I CNGTH ^*'0 -10-'/
^RF'SFO .-.S NA«»4 \>|U N n »i-i, !'^ocr_T _i /
H APF INT = G r RS. "APtMf.fR r\ n-'iOTr 1*.')
AF'O
AFPO













































A = = T
'/af; )
> / A r. 5 3
/ < "1
JC-) )
E r^CR c AS e 'N RAPIUS OV = P TH= T^ I L STTTOM.'/
ATITNS APF MAOE FD2 F^ry <:T\TI"IN J 3HT nijrDijT'/
TFP TNLY c 00 J=^*K«NTAP WHrpr K - 3 , I , 2 . ?, . . . ' /
U MI' P <M M||sT LI F W1THI-: THF OAN.F 1.C»u<'/
puax**-?) i^HEi'F >-PMAX Oe^|^TeS Trie m^xIMW* 130Y'/
u.'RAHl '? ^ r AHE <«, <L. 'M.'IL. NA . NO. f.'l"A».C:i 0» • .
Of. A"1 Af| nuTirrjAI \l "IIANlC-'fRi r IOEMTI-'/
O ,1 fHASAr. TEO< IN LENGTH.'/


















































































































































HC ML UNIFOPM IN
L»-2> OBSIGNATES
F. the RAOI U CV




""l ANO AX' »L F
FfOM, rtHFRF S t
n E \T T ACK. THUS
TERVALS. ANO AT X = XL. INDEX J»l,'/
THFSF POINTS. AT POINT J THE AXIAL'
PROINATF AND T HF SOOY SLOPE 4RF»/
Mn JP(J), PCSPFCTI VFL Y. *HESC</
FR THE INP'JT P4RAMETEPS HAVE'/
r?C? CO = FFICIFNTS AP.F OF THF'/
NO C OFNOTF SINF AND 00S'N<= OF A,»/















yn A m i c C -NT «
<",o A T IMG CORP
°i=SP cCT TO X
3UT10MC C4N t
HE «Pr,i)iH CA
S T PiJCTIOVS WH
S "CriTFS KJPU
CHI ATF OUTPUT
- ncil£R I. ISTF
HF ^! C < T STEP.
TFS TH= NUMERICAL VAI.U C S OF 1 /
2 AS «=LL AS THE COORDINATE X4C
ARAMHT=9S CNA, CAO ANO CA2 ARF»/
"NOING OIST? HUTIQMS ONA, OAO'/
CR THF LENGTH DC THF imy.i/
OTA INTO IN TABULAR ANO ^APH-'/
G CCNTROtLJn i|Y FOLLOWING THE'/\PPT4R \T TH C TERMINAL. TH C '
/
47 4 MPTF SS", "CO "PUT c <',FOM = TR !C '/
NO "PLOT OUTPUT" MUST 3E HH-i/
INCE FACH ST=P GFNFPATES OATA'/
CHAN'FS.-AODING S
RF INTEC.FF S.SIMl




IL WAS NUT A RANG
PA= T (NA) CAN Q
















LIAR TO THF 48n</ c ;0L2 DFNOTES T HE'/
OVFR THF t a ; l SECTION; IN OROFR '/
0IJS.DL.DL2 SHOjiO W= NFOFTIVF.'/
FO PIP Or.IVAL TAIL POOFILE.'/
F INCLUDED IN CAO CALCULATION'/
FO ONLY TO ARRANGF THF FLOW/

















































( • ' ••
TE M J
TF« 2TEy 3
T c y i,
T C U 5TCW 6
TFY 7
TEx jj
T = « <?
TEW LJ
TE« LI












































Er.T INPUT PARAMETERS ARE:*/
M=' ,F7.-»/
L = « ,F7.3/
l=* ,F6.^/






OSE Cn OE=« ,A2/
A'L C0UF= , ,A2/
TFr.Tlf- ICATION NU"BER • ,2 A4/
C = • , 13 /
a?=' , I 3/
l.2»' iFo.W
NOSE'' ,13//





















































































































































































FILEt 4ER0 FORTRAN A NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
C INPUT ERROR MESSAGE !~ 46*01450
C AER01460
2161 WR!TF(6,2181 I AF001470
2181 FQP«AT(i '.• INPUT ERROR. REENTER IT»=M NUMBER.') AERO UrtO
GO th 2121 4=001490
C A"01500
C ENTEP maCh NUMBER XM AFRO 1510
C AF001520
2201 w° lTF(<b,2221 > AFB01530
2221 FHSMATI' ','FNTFR A «i [ N QFCJMAL FORMAT.' ) 4=001540
RFA1C5, 2 2<«l, ?3P=2l61 I XM 4FOQt5S0
2241 FORMAT! F7.-») AE101560
GO TO 2061 4E0Q1570
C 4F=Ol5flO
C ENT=o LFNoTH XL AEB0 1500
C . . 4E"0 1600
2261 *a IT=(6 ,2231 ) ' 4=001610
2281 FO«"&T(' «, 'ENTER XL IN OECIMAL FORMAT.') AE'01620
»F« 1(5, :?0l, =»R = 2l6l ) XL AF°01630
2301 FC = -1Ar ( t-6.3) 4E°01640
CO TO 2Gfl A&R0 1650
C 4F3Q1660
C ENTFS t 4 il TAPC R 0L 4600 1670
C . . 4F00 1O80
2321 ko' tFI6 .2341 ) AHR01690
2341 FCO-MI' ',' CNTFB qj_ , if APPLICABLE IN DECIMAL FORMAT.') 4=301700
'FA'~M 5, 226l,FBR32l61 ) OL A«01710
2361 FCPMAMF6.4) AFR01720
GC TO 2061 4FO01730
C . 4F°01740
C ?NT« ROCt LFNGTH INTEGER NL AFR01750
C AFO0 1760
2381 KOUF(o,240l) • AF°01770
2401 PORMATI' ','=NTER NL IN 13 FORMAT.') AE«0t780
PEAQ15 , 2421,~°R»216l ) NL AFOQ1790
2421 FCP'«4T (13) A?o J1800
GO T« 2-81 " iFo:i3to
C 4==0 1320
C = NTFR NOSE LENGTH INTEGER NA 4E 3 01830
C \E301340
2441 «RITF( 6.2461 ) 4FOQ1350
2461 =PPmaT(' ','=S|T=R NA IN 13 FORMAT.') . 4ER0166Q
REA0I5, 242l,F0R»2l6l ) NA s A«01S70
GO TO 2061 • AFROlflflO
C AE3013"0
C ENTEP MCSECTICN LENGTH INTEGER N8 AF.R01900
C AER01910
2481 wRIT e (6, 2501 1 4F001920
2501 FnOMATI' ', ,CNTFR NB IN 13 PORMAT.') AE°01930
OP 40(5. 2 421. PFP=216 1 ) NB 4 FRO 1940
GO TD >06I AF'01950
r 4F001960
C ENTPO TABULAR INTERVAL NT48 4=00(970
C
" A6001980
2521 ^RITC(6 ,2541 ) 4F00 1990
2541 FORMAT!' ','CNTFO NT4a IN 13 FORMAT.') 4E 3 02000
PE4rt(5, 2 421.FR 0=216 1 l NTAB AERO 2010
GO TO 2081 4=002020
r AE»02030
C ENTPR COCE FOB CCNIC4L OR OGIVAL NOSF AF0Q2040
C AF» 32050
2561 WRIT=| 0.2531 ) 4=002060
258? FOPMATC ','FNTEB NOS* CODE "C N" OR "ON".') 4=PQ2070
PPA0(5.2t0l,FRR»216l> <N0S6 4§^222
2601 F0RMATU2) JmSOTGO TO 2081 Sp'oUlO
C ENTPF CUCE FOR C nMCAL OR OGIVAL TAIL 4FO02120
£ AE' 02130
2621 MO (TFf b . 2641 ) A£R0?140
2641 F>omaT( • ' ,' = NT C R TAIL COTE "C T" HP "OT" IF APPLICABLE.') A"O2150
oES0(5,2t6l,EPR«2161 ) KTAIL 4ER02160
121
m mm mt* m -j*—-*- *— mw
2681 W8[TP(6 ,2701
)
2701 FORMAT) « ,,.=mtP9 OPTIONAL 10 NUMBER IN A8 FORMAT. 1 )
REA0I5,2 72l,ER«*2l6M K.AP< 6) ,K AP< 7)j » > i encuATniAi
FILE: AERO FORTRAN A NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
2661 F0P«ATIA2) AER02170
GO TO 3061 AER02180
C AER02190





2721 FCf w AT(2A4> AFR02250
GO T 2061 AERQ7260
C AER02270
C =NTE0- FIRST TAIL LENGTH INTEGER NC - AERJ2290
C AER022O0
2683 WRITER ,2703 ) AE&02300
2703 F^R-'ATI' ','=NTER NC IN 13 FORMAT.') AFOQ?}10
READ(5,2<t2l,FRR»?l6l )NC ' AER02320
GC TO 2081 AF902330
C 4E"023^0
C C NTEP SECOND MIDSECTION LENGTH INTEGER N82 AFR02350
C AFO02360
2685 wPITFI O.2705 ) AERO2370
2705 FORMAT ( • ','FNTER NR2 IN 13 FORMAT.') AER02380
REA0l5,2<i2l,ER« = 216l)NB2 AERO 2 390
GO TP 2081 ' ' AFP024OO
C AFR02410
C EMER TAIL SECCNO TAPER QL2 4 C R02420
C 4FR02430
2687 WR[T=(6.2707 ) AF9Q2440
2707 FCRM4T-I ' '. 'FNTER 0L2.IF APPLICABLE, IN DECIMAL FORMAT.') AERQ2450
READI5,2361,ER<»»2161 )DL2 AFRO 2 460
GC TO 20ei AFR02470
C AFR02480
C ENIER IfiCSE OPTION AF'02490
C AFR02500




RE AD (5. 2421, PRR = 2 16 Ml NOSE A C R 2 550
GO T 2081 AE'02560
C AE=02570
C CALCULATE GEOMETRICAL ARRAYS ^ AFR02580
C AER02590
C SET UP INPUT ANO CALCULATE XU) AER02600
C AFR02610
2741 IF(NB2.EC.0)NC=NL-NA-N8 AER02620
NC2 = Nl -N*-\9-NC-N82 A=R02630
DELX=XL/FL04T( NL) AER0?640
AL = ")ELX*FLOAT(NA) AER02650
9L=T C LX*FL OATINR) AER02660
CL=OFLX*FLniT( NC) AER02670
CL2=0Fix«FL3AT(NC2) AFR02630
JAI=NA*1 • • AER02690
JA9=JAl *1 AFRO '700
J8l=NA * .\ e I A ER 02710jeP=J^L+l AE"J2720
JCL-NA.Ne.NCn AFR02730
JCF=JCL*1 AE402740





NLP2 = 'IL*2 A cR02dOO
X(NL 3 ?)=XL AFR02310
DO 2761 J=2,NLPl A C RQ2H20





2781 IPIKNOSE.EO.KON) GO TO 3001 AFR02360
C ' AFBU2870
C CALCLATE R(J) ANO RP(J) FOR CONICAL NOSE AEP02880
2709 FORMAT! • ','FMTER INCISE IN 13 FORMAT*, /• '
,' IF INCIUOFO IN CAO. WRITE 1',/' '
.'IF 3NLY TO ARRANGE FLOW, WRITE 0'
122




2801 RPA»1./AL AER02900RP<D = *PA AFB02910




28*1 IF(NA.lT.NL) GC TO 3081 AF°02960
2861 R(r;L"2)*l. AF"02970
ki>mo->)*F9\ AFRQ29R0
GC TO 32*1 4=R02990
C AE'03000
C CALCULATE R(J) AND RP(J) FOR OGIVAL NOSE " 4FR03010
C A6« 3020
3001 '1=1 I. »Al««2 )/2. AC90J030
00 3C2 I J=l,JAL AF>030*0
IF( (OA«RS-(AL-X( J))*«2).GE.0.0)f.0 TO 3026 49R03050
wRIT=(:.302 (»iJ. 'V.4L.XlJ).R(J),RP(J) AFRO 3060
302* FCF -'AT I • • ,• 302*' ,2X, t 3. 2X , 5 < F 10. 3, 2 X ) ). 4F°01O7O
GC Tr; 1777 AER0 3J80
3026 R<J ) = SCaT (RA«PA-( AL-X< J) l»*2)-RAM. AFBO3O90
SP(JI*UL-X(J))/<R*-1.*R(JJ1 AE»03l«0
3021 CPKTINUE AERQ3110
3 0*1 IF (MA. LT.NL ) GO TO 308 1 A ER J 3120
3C61 R(f.LP2) = l. 4F003130
RP<r«.P2l«.Q AE°03l*0
GC TO 32*1 AF^O 3150
C AE'03160
C CALCULATE R(J) 4N0 PP(J) FOR CYLINDRICAL MIDSECTION A="03170
C AER03180
3081 IFfNn.ca.JJ GO TO 3121 Af=°C,3l90
00 3101 J = JAR,J>3L AFRU3200
=(J)=1. AE'33210
RP( J ) =.0 \F°0 3220
3101 CONTINUE AF9J32J0
IFUMA*HB).LT.NL)GO TO 3121 AFRO J2*0
P(NLP2) = 1. • AERQ3250
RP<f«. 2)».3 4FR03260
GO TP 32*1 4EP03270
3121 [F(KT4 IL .cO.KOT) GO TO 3161 AEP032HO
C AF5QJ290
C CALCMLiTF R(J) ANO RP(J) FOR CONICAL TAIL . AFRQ3300
C s A CR03310
opts-ol/CL AFR33320
RXL^ALUl'CL AFP03330
DC 31*1 J'JiP.JCL A5°0 33*0
S( J J = 1.»R»T*< X( J J-RXL+CLJ AERO 3 3SO
^PlJl^PT AER03360
31*1 CONTINUE AE°03370
IF ( <NA»NE*NC ). LT.NL J GO TO 3123 AF'03390
R (MP2 ) = 1.-~>L AES03390
RP(MP2)=«PT . AERQ3*00
GO TO 32*1 4FR03410
C 4Fbq:<,20
C CALCULATE PIJJ AND RP(J) FOR SECOND MIDSECTION AFoo3*,3o
C AE°03**0
3123 IF(N32.EC.C) GO TO 32*1 4ER03*50
00 3125 J=JCF,JB2L ' AFR03*60
p(jj = i.-ol JE29IH2op(j) 3
.o AE3O3*80
3125 CONTINUE afro 3*90
!F( (K4^NP+NC «-N82 ).LT.NL) GO TO 3127 AER035O0
rinlp2) = i.-ol A i2:nt\2
RPINL 3 ' )=.0 AERU3520
GO TO 32*1 *iS22I?2
r AE°035*0
C CALCULATE *UJ ANO RPU) FOR SFCONO CONICAL TAIL AFR03550
r A FRO 3 560
3127 RPT?=-~, L2/CL2 AFRO3570
OC 3129 J=J92=,NtP2 AFRQ3530
P ( J ) = 1-OL *P PT2*(X( J I- XL*CL2 » 4I222 522RP(J>*RPT2 AFR03600
123
FILE: AERO FORTRAN A NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
3129 CONTINUE AER03610
GO TO 3241 AF&03620
C AE°03630
C CALCULATF R(J) ANC RPIJ) FOR OGIVAL TAIL AEA03640
C AF»03650
3161 IF (OL.GT.O..AND.OL.LE. 1. ) GO TO 3201 AFR03660
PITr (6 ,3lbl ) 4E»03670
3181 FC=»mit( • '. 'REVISE INPUT. OL.G T.O. . A NO.OL .LE .1 . ' ) AFR03680
GC TP 1001 ' AE'03690
3201 'C = C"L*CL*OL«OL) /(2.*0L) \E°O370O
00 32"»l J=JrtP,NL°2 AFP03710
PUl = l.-*C»Sw?T(&C*BC-<X( J)-XL*CL )««2) - AFR03720
*P< Jl =-(Xl J)-XL*CL) /<«C-l.»R(J)) AFRO 3 730
32 7 l COHTINU«= APR03740
C AER037S0
C COMPIETICN MESSAGE , AER03760
C AC003770
3241 wR!T<M !>.32ol ) SE'037HO
3261 copMitt' • .' oECHCTRICAL ARRAYS COMPLETED') AE"03790
GO TO 10CI AE 3 3800
C AFROU',0
C CALCULATE WT»UT A5R,0 3S20
C - 4EP.33330
3261 «FTA=SORTiXM»XM-l.) ' A£R03«40
X I ( I I =0 . 4ER03850
T = x< 2) «»2-<9ETA»P (2) 1**2 AFS03360
IFIT.GE.a.OJGO TO 3236 af°o387o
WRITF<2.3264 )X(2),P<2) .BETA.T ACQQ^rtO
3284 FOPMAT(> • ,' 3284' ,4 I El 0.3, 2X ) I AFR03890
GO TO 3 777 - AFRO 3900




ONAJ 1 ) »0. AFRO 3950
CMA(L)=0. . 4FR039*0
CAC=0. \ CR03970






00 3341 J=2,NLP2 AF<"j<,040
^U«C = C. 4ER04050
SU«P=C. AFR04060
SllM«»C. AE'04070





.NE.O.OJGO TO 33*5 A<=R04U0
WRITFI 2 , 3343 )J,X<J) ,R(J) ,RP( J) AFR04UO
3343 FCPMATI ' ',• 3343' ,2X,I 3. 3(2X,E10.3I) AFRrmiO
GO TO 3777 AEP.04140
3345 XI ( J) = XU )-P.ETA*R(J ) AER04150
H=X( J l-X( J-l) AF°0 4160
HA»Xf (J)-XI (J-l) . AER04170
T=XIJ)**2-<eETl*R(J))**2 AERO 41 80
IF(T.GE.C))GO T) 3348 AER04190
*RITri2.3 346)X(J) ,R( Jl ,RP(JI ,8ETA,T, J 4E° 4200
3346 FORMAT!' ' , • 33 4b ' ,5 ( c 1 0. 3 , 2X » , 13 J AFR04210
GC TQ 3777 AFP04220
3348 T*SORT(T) AE°04230
C 4FR04240
IFJJ.fQ.2) GO TO 3321 AFR04250
C A6R0426O
J1=J-T 4E°04270
OP 3iCl I =2,Jl AER04230
T? = T ACR0-.290
T = iX 1.1 )-X K [ I ) **2-l3ETA*P U) )**2 AFR04 300
IFJT.LT.C.O) ..0 TP 3302 AER04M0
USQPT(T) AFRQ4320
124
FILE: AERO' FORTRAN 4 NAVAL POSTCAOUATE SCHOOL
IF{(X< JJ-XK I)*T).NE.O.O)GO TO 33<J7 AER04330
2?2i ?Si T!i? ,3305 i J ' I ' x( J»«*III).X1!-U.R(I).R(J),«?«J),8ETA.T,TP AER 4 3403305 FORMATl • ',' 3305',2X,2tI 3.2X),9(E10. 3.2X)) 4FR04350
CO TO 3777 A=R04360
3307 A«IXU)-x!( I-U*TP)/(X(JI-<H r l*T) AE<<04370
tFU.LE.C.O'iO TO 3302 AER04380
A*6L'TG{AI 4FR04390
R=C-p-T)/3( J) AE°04400
C = (,fO"U )«A AF°044l0Q=((X|JI-<I( :-l)l*T(>-(X(J)-X!(I) l*T)/(2.««(J )«»2) 4 ?' 4420
E = (X ( J )-XM 1-1 ) )*S/R(J )-0-3ETA*8FTA«4/2. acq 4430
F»ftr1?TJ*'?T4«4t^P ( J )»5 4EP.04440
S!J vC = n'!"»C*C»=p (I ) - AE90^450
SUnF = <;im»F*GP(i ) AFRO-,460
SU'<4 = S!J'^»^«0( I-ll 41=304470
Sx-Sxt-A* c P( ! I 4E«044oO
TX = Txn)*r."M I I AF»04410
1P. = Ta»BFT4**=TA*A»GP< I I 4"J4500
3301 CCNT|NUC AF°04510
3321 CPNT!Mj= 4 = 304520
T P* T AFjP04530
*«0. 4F°04540
IF( (X( J)-xI( J) I.NE.O.U)GO TO 3325 AE»O45«i0
A»l.
. A C R04560
GC TC 3327 AE'04570
3325 A=( X( Jl-X [( J-l j*TP) /(X( j)-xll J)) AE»')45dO
If (A.GT .C.OIGO TO 3329 . AF'045 J











0=( XI J)-<t ( J-l) )»TP/( 2.*R ( J )•*?) - A6P04690
Fa I X( J)-X I ( J-l ))*B/0( J J-0-8FT4«8E TA*A/2. AFC04700
FaP**ET4*BET\«4*P,P(J)«B 4 = 3 4710
IFtC.NE.C.OlGO TO 3333 4=°04720
GC TC 3331 AFR04730
3333 IFic.NF.C.OlGC Tn 3337 . APOJ4740
3331 wRIT=(2,2^5IJ,X(J),x!(J-l),Xt(J),TP,R(J) ,RP( J ) , dETA , A ,B, C . 0, E , F A=C0 4 750
3335 FC = «*4T( • ',' 3335' ,2X. 13, 2X,6(E 10.3, 2X)/« f , 7( F 10. 3, 2X ) ) 4E304760
GG T r> 3 777 4E°04770
3337 Sir'B = SU«R«-tJ*G( J-l ) 4 = 00^780
= P( J ) a(»P( J J-SijMO/C AF°04790
GP( J J = ( l.-SU^F-SU1o/R( J) )/F AF<» 4800
G(J I = GU-1 ) *H4*GP (J I AFOQ4H10
3XaSX*4*FO( J) AE^04820
!X'T<tpt.-,9(j) APB04S30
TP = T3 8 = T 4*9?TA»A*(>P| J) 4 = 3 4(140
SPaPP (J<* ( 1 .-SX) AE<>Q4fe50
TFa t .-TP-CP( J) *TX A = 304rl«>0
GAO* 1 .-( I .«•(<<>< J)»«2 )*( I .-SX )««2*( XM«SX)«*2 AE"0 48 70
CA3=-{X*»SX)«*>H l.»RP( J) *«2)«(l.-SX» *»2+ AER04d80
(1=T4e?FT'i-c.P( j) *»2) «( TX**2) /2.-( ( l.*TF ) »*2)/2. 4F3.04390
Cf.'4a( ( l.»«iM J 1**2 l*(l.-SX)»XW*X1»SXJ*Tx 4=° 4900
040 ( J I a 2. *" ( J
)
*op( J l»GAO 4 ="049 10QA2(J)a2.»-IJ)«°PU)*GA2 4E30-.920
0f>.4< J }=). *P ( J ) *GNA 4E°04930QMA(J)a[°(J)«pO(j),.x(J) )*QNA(J ) AE= 4940
!F( TNnSE.CT.OGO Tn 3339 AEP04950
I F ( J.GT . JADGO Tn 3339 AER04960
CAOl=CAOl*(0A0i J) *0A0( J-l ) )*H/2 . AFR04970.
3339 C ^VTINIIF AEP049t30
CA0 3 = CA03»(CACIJ)<-OtO(J-l)) *H/2. 4 £3 49 90
Ct' = C42»( 04 ?( J )*U4?
(
J-l ) I *H/2. 4=c 5000
04»CNA*< ..•; Al J IfjM I J-l) I *h/2. 4 E° 5010




FILE: AERO FORTRAN 4 NAVAL. POSTGRAOUATE SCHOOL
!F<r.M4.NE.0.0)GO TO 3355 [~~ AER05050
WRITFI ?, 3353 )CKA AER05060
3353 FOOWAT ( • ••• 3353' ,510.3* AFR05070
GO TO 3777 AE'05080
3355 XAC=C«A/CNA AER05090
wRITF(6. 3361 J AEP05100
3361 FnBMATP ',' CALCULAT ION COMPLETED' ) AE»05110
GC TO 10CI AE°05120
C AE^OSHO
C TABULATE OUTPUT AF°05140
C AF»05150
3381 »R!TF( 2. 3«.0l ) . AE1J5160
3401 F0F-"6T (• p ,16X, 'FORCE COE ec !C!FNTS FOR A SLENOFR, POTNTEO' / AFR05170
*18X, »£»OCV OF ^EVOLUTION [ », SUPERSONIC FLOW) AEPO'5180
wPI TC ( 2. 3421 ) x".Xl iOL .0L2.NL.,MA, M4 , NC .NB2 .NC2 , NT A8, I NOSE, AERO 5190
KNCSF.K T AIL, KAP( 6). KAP(7) .CM A , C AJ ,C A 7 , X4C A E? 5 200
3*21 FOCtari •C , ,'X^ = ',F7.^,,Tld, , XL= , ,F7. V,T36, , 0L = ',F6.*,T54, AERO 5210
'CI ?=• ,Ffc.4/ AFR05220
•
• ,'M =• , U.T 13, «NA = < ,1 3.T36, 'N3*' , I3.T54, 'NC»* , 13/ AE°05230
' >, 'M<*2 = ' ,1 3. Tia,'NC2»' . I 3,T36,'MTA8=', 13,75'*, ' |N0SE=' .12/ AERO 5240
< .•M.TSF CHOF*' ,A2. T? 7, ' TAIL COOE* • , A2 , T54 , AE»n5?50
' I^s'.^A*/' ' .'CNA*'
,
<=<>.<», Tltt.'CAO*' ,F6.<,, T36, 'CA2 = ' ,F7. 4, 4FR0->260
T5/v, «XAC = ' ,F8.3) AF3J5270
URITFJ 2 . 3441 ) AE«052B0
34*1 FC C «4T( • C ,2X, • J' ,15X, 'X' ,15X, 'R' ,14X. 'RP' ) AERJ5290
00 3461 J = 2, SLP2.MTA-J AF°O530O
wF I '<= (2.3561 ) J, X(J ),P( J) ,f P(J ) AF005310
3461 CONTINUE AE50532Q
wPIU( 2. 35-.1 ) AER05330
3541 PCa«AT(«C*»2X t »J« ,15X« 'X' , 13X, «QMA« , 13X. 'QAO' , 13X, '0A2' ) AFRO 5340
DC 3581 J=2, Ml P2.NTAH AER05350
w«I TF (2,3561 ) J, X( J I.QNAI J) ,OAOt J ) ,(JA2U) 4 CR05?60
3561 FCRMATC • , I3,4C16.4) AER05370
3581 CrtNTINUF AER053RO
GC T 10C1 AFR05390
C AER05400
C PLOT OUTPUT 4FP05410
C AERO 5420
C WRITE OUTPUT FOP PLOT INTO FILE FTOlFOOl AF"05430
C AF°")5440
3601 WRtTP( 1,3621 ) XM, XL,0l,Nl,NA,NB,NT48,KNOSE,KTAIl , AE»05450
KAP.CM4 .CAU.CA2.XAC V AFP05460
3621 FOF^ATI' •. 3514.5,41 2X.I 3) .2I2X.A2)/ ' «,8A4/' '.4E14.5J AE"05470
00 3661 J=l,NlP2 AFR05480
"IP I T* (1,364-1) X( J ),R( J) ,QNA ( J) ,0A0( J» ,0A2IJ) AF°0549O
3641 FOs-tATC ',5614.5) AF"05500
3661 CCNTIN'JE AER05510
C AE°0 5520
«R!T=< i ,36dl ) AFR05530
3681 =OMAT(< ','/*•) 4ER05540
WPITTlo , 3701 ) AFP05550
3701 FORMAT C « ','TO 08TWN PLOTS, FIRST ENTER OT *1 QUIT PROGRAM,'/ AF305560
*• ','ThFN ISSUE THE FOLLOWING COMMAMO:'/ AF"0S57G
«•• ',8X,'F0P PRINT" PLOTS' ,T36. "ENTER "CHARTS POINTER"'/ 4FQ05580
*• '.8X,' CCR PLOTTER GRAPHS' ,T36.' CMTER "CHARTS PLOTTER"') AER05590
GO TO 10C1 4EQ05600
C AFCQ5610
C QUIT ocoGRAI AFOQ5620
C AFR05630
3721 CCNTI'MJF 4EP05640
WRITE! 6. 3741 > AFOQ5650
3741 FCPM 4 T(. '.'CXFCUTION TERMINATED') AEP05660




ADJUSTMENT OF AERO FOR DO-LOOP ROUTINE
127














IMPLICIT 5C AI «*« A-H.Q-Z) , INTEGER**! I -M
»
01 MENS ION XI 702»,P( 70?),RP<7C2),XII7 02),FP<702) , QAOI 702 » , KAPI 8 )
CALCULATE C,Er>MF T FTC4L ARRAYS
DATA FOR TL2:
-0. 12077=6. 50EC. ;-0. 1770=9. 5 0=0. ;-0. 2250=1 2 1FG. ;-0.28*0=
=15 OEG
OATA XL/17. 50/, NL/500/, NA/203/ .NR/200/ ,NC/ 6/.NB?/ 61/
,0L/-0. 07360/, 0L2/-O.I 7700/
>,XL/l6.7t/,NA/2t2/.Nn/209/,NC/ 79/.NB2/0/ .DL/-0.27BO/



















P( 11 = 0.
NLPU'IL *1
SLP2*'4l *2
XlKL"? » = XL
DO 27ol J=2,*»LPl .




CALCUI »TF RIJ) ANT) PP(J) TOR OGIVAL NOSE
'3001 RA=<l.*4L**?)/2.
00 3021 J=l,JAL
IF( (9A«RA-<iL-XJ J) l**2».G=.0.0)GO TO 3026
WRIT^I ?, 30?* 1J.RA ,AL,X( J),R( J I ,RP|JI
302* FORMAT!' ',« 302*' ,2X, Ii,2X,5(rtO. 3,2X1
1
STOP
3026 R(JI = SCRT(RA«P\-( 1L-XIJ) )**21-04«- 1.
FP( JI = (AL-X (Jl 1/IR4-1 .tRUI )
3021 CCWTN'IF *
30*1 IFINA.LT.NL) GO '0 308 1
3061 R I NIP? 1 = 1.
9PINLP? ) = .0
GG TO 32*1
3081
C4IOH.4TE P ( J ) ANO l'O(J) 'OR TVLI'tORlCAL M|DSTT|n.M














































































GO TC 3 2*1
.3121 CCNTIN'JF




*< J) *1.**PT»( X(J )-RXL+CL)
SP< J) =RPT
31*1 CONTINUE
IF( (MA»*J8*NC ) .LT.M. )G0 TO 3123 '
RIMP2) *l.-QL
RPIMLP2 ) -«PT
GG Tp 3 2^. I
; • CALCULATE »(J) ANC RP(J) FOR SECONO MIOSFCTION







( (MA*«je*NC ••IB2I.LT. NL) GO TO 3127
R(Nl.o?) = l„-OL
RP1NLP2 > = .0
GO TO 3 2 41
; CALCUL4TF R(J1 ANO RPIJ) FOR SECONO CONICAL TAIL
'3127 RPT2=-OL2/CL2
00 3129 J*J*2R ,NLP2
«(J) = 1-0L*RPT2*( X(J)-XL«-0L2)






T=x(2) «»2-t8ETA«o (2) )**2
IF(T. JE.C.OIGO TQ 3286
wR!TF(?,2?3*)X(2),«(2).aETA,T















IFIRU ).IVE.O.O)GO to 33*5
WRITFI2.2 3*3)J,X(J),R(JI,RP<J>
FOPMAT ( ' •,'33*3 , .2X.I3,3(2X,E10.3)J
STCP
Xl( Jl »X(J J-PFTA*R(J )
H=X ( J )-X( J-l)
H««X I ( J)- <I (J-l)












































































FILE! COWL FORTRAN 4 NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
IFIT.GS.C.OJGO TO 3348 '. ~ COWO 1450
WR1TFI2 , 3346 IXtJtrftt J) tRP(J) tBETAfTf
J






!FtJ.£Q.2) GO TO 3321 COWO 1510
C COWO 1520
J 1 = J- I COWO I 5 30
00 33CI 1=2, Jl C0W91540
TP = T COWO 1550
T = (X( J 1-XII I
)
)»«2-<BETA*R(J) J**2 COWO 1560
IF(T.LT.C.J) GO TC 3302 C0W01570
T = SOKMT) \ COW01580
IF t(X< J )-x!l I ) *T I.NF.0.01GO Tn 3307 COWO 1590
3302 WUT<=(2,3 305 I J, I, XI J), XI ( I),X( !-l ),R<I),R(J),RP( J ) , 9ETA.T, TP C0;<01600
3 30 5 FOPMAT ( • ',' i305',2X,2(l3,2X).9(El0.3,2X)) COwO 1610
STOP COWO 1620
3307 s=(X(J)-XI( I-l )*TP)/ (x(J)-xl ( l)+T) r^wo 1630
IF1A.LE.C.0) GO T) 3302 COWO 1540
A = ALOG(A ) C1W0 1650
P=( T P- T J /0( J) COWO 1660
C»«J*RP (J )*A COWO 1670
SU'<=SUMC*C*FP (I ) C0W01680
?X=SX*4*£P( I ) CDW01690
3?0l CONTINUE COWO 1700
3321 CONTINUE COW01710
TP*T COW01720
T=0. cowo i no
IFKXt JI-XH J) ).NF.O.O)GO TO 3 325 C0W01740
A=l. COW01750
GC TO 3327 C0W0 1 760
3325 A=(X(J)-XI(J-1)*TP)/(X(JJ-XI(J)) COWO I 770
IF(A.G T .C.O) GO TO 3329 COWO 1780
3327 B=l. COWO 1790
C=l. COWO noo
GO TO 3331 C0W01810
3329 A=4L0C(AI COW01820
fl=TP/R(J) COW01930
C=S+RP< J)*A COWO 1840
IF(C.N C .C.O)GO TO 3337 ' C0WO185O
333 1 WflITE(2.3335)J,X(J),XI(J-l),Xl(JI,TP,P(J),RP(J>,BETA,A,B,C C0W01860
3 335 FQPMATI' ',' 3335'. 2X, 13, 2X.6IF 10.3. 2X)/« ' ,4(E 10. 3 ,2X) )' CCWO 18 70
STC3 COWO 1880
3337 FP( J J=(SP (J )-SUMC)/C C0W01890
SX=SX*A*FP< J) COWO 1900
G4G= l.-Il .«-SP( J)«»2 )*(l.-SX)«»2*< XM«SX)**2 COW01910
0A0< J 1 = 2. *R (
J
)»°P( J)*GAO COWO 1920
f F t
J
.GT.JAL )G0 TO 3339 C0W01930
C401 *CAGH-(QAO( J )*0A0( J-L J»*H/2. C0W01940
3339 CONT INUF COWO 1950
CAO3*CA0J«-(CA0(J ) HI AG (J- 1 )i *H/ 2 . C0W019S0
3341 CCNTINUF COWO 1 9.'0
CA0=CA03-CA0l COWO 1980
WRITE! 2 .3344 IXf, XL. Nl.NA.NB, NC ,NS2,0L2,CA0








racfg=p i/iyo . COWO 2060
DATA TwC/5./ .OREF/5./.B/0. 09525/, C/0. 0635/, T/0.01/ COWO 20 70
AReF=PI«(DR=F«o.0 25 4J»*2/4. COWO 2080




CALL PRANTIXM.GA, AN I ) COWO 7130
AN! lsA»lta-TVJ COWO 2140
\NI2=AN 1 OTw COWO21S0
CALL PRESCXM,GA.POPTJ COW02160
130
FILE? COWL FORTRAN A NAVAL POSTGRAOUATE SCHOOL
CALL APOANTI X*1,SA,AN!1) - C0WO2170
CALL ?R*SIXMI,GA,?IPT) C0WO218O
CALL A.f>OANT< XM2,GA,A'JI2) C0W02190
CALL ORESUM2, GA.P2PT) C0WO22OO
C COW02210
8P = 8-C /?/So* T( x«»»?-l) COW02220
CDwwx|2 ./(CA«Xf««2) )«(P1PT/P0PT-P2PT/P0PT )«< T*8P /AR EF) COW0 2 230
«RITP( 2 # 3 J*» x>i,XMl,XM2iP0PT,Pl PT.P2PT, Tw, 3,rtP, CtCOWW COw0 2?40
334 FnfiMATI* ',' 33<.' ,6( 2x.F8.5l /• »,' • , 5( 2X.F 8. 5 ) / COW02250




SL9RCJTINE PRANT OM I .GA.ANI) C0W023C3
BFTA=SORT(XM J*«2-i.) C0w02310





SUBROUTINE APR ANT (XM!
,
GA.ANI ) C.">y0 2 3fO
3rTA=S0RT( KM [»*2-l. ) CCwQ23«0
GA»AT=St)PT(( iiA-1 . )/ (GA»l . I J C0WO2 39O
f8ETAaO COW0 2400
552 F = ATA*I( GAPST«ftCT» )/GA«AT-ATAN( 9ETA1-ANI Cnui02^lO
FP=l./ ( I .(GA.'«AT«0ETA)««2J-l./ ( t.»RET4«»2» COw0 2<»2
I9PTA= ! BETA* 1 COrt0 2*30
I* < 'P^TA.GT. 12)60 TO 558 C0W02<»<.0
IF(FP.FO.O.O)GO TO 558 COW02<»50
8 c TA\x1ETA-F /FP COW02V60
IF(|A«JS(eETAN-85TAJ).Le.(l.e-05))Ga TO 5 56 C0W02W0
aETA=i=TAN C0WQ2480
GO Tn 552 C0wu2*90
556 XMt=SOR T(9£TA»*2»l« J C0W025OO
acT.|C N COW02510
558 ws [T^l 2 , 560) I8FTA ,ANI ,F,FP,8E T A Cnw02520






SUBROUTINE °RES(XMI ,G4,P!PT) COWU2570




G3. PLOT ROUTINES FOR USE WITH AERO [9]
-PREPLOT P (PLOT ON PRINTER)
-PREPLOT G (PLOT ON PLOTTER)
-CHARTS (CONTROL)
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502) ,RI 502), ONAI 50
XM,XL.0L..NL,NA,*8











) XM, XL ,0L ,NL,NA,N
XAC
XM = ' , FT.*, TIB,' XL=
,T 18.'N8 = « , 13.T36,
OE = ' ,A2. T36, ' tO=',
2*' tF7.*»T54»' XAC-
) XM.KAPlb ), i<AP(?)
6X , "PAOIUS R VS X
,B .NLP2,-.)
)
oX, 'NORMAL FQPCE C
) CNA ,XAC,K ,.P(6) ,*




6X, 'AXIAL FOPCE CO
) CA0,<AP(6) ,KAP(7
oX »'CAO*« , F7.*,«
,QA0,^.LP2,*)
)
6X, 'AXIAL FORCE CO




'.F 7.* ,T36. "1L*' ,F6.*,T5*,'NL* , .13/
•NTA8=
• , 13 ,T5*,'N0S£ C0DE»'.A2/
2A*/'0 ' ,'CNA=' ,F6.*,T18,'CA0«',
'.Fi.3 )
XM=« ,F7.*, !D«' ,2A*///)
OEFFTC IENT ONA VS X'/)
API 7)
XAC*',F9.*,' I0»',2A*//)


























































FILE: PREPLOTG FTHTRAN A NAVAL POSTGRAOUATE SCHOOL
//AMIC3250 JOB (3250,0258), 'AH ICHAI X293V ,CLASS«A PRFOOOIO
// EXFC FPTXCLGP PRF00020
//FORT.SYSIN CO * PRE00030
C PRF0 0040
C SPECIFICATION STATEMFNTS PP C 0G150
C P° c00060
IMPLICIT R=AL«4( A-H.O-X) , INTEGFR*<M I -N ) PO C J0070
C ot) c 000S0
DIMENSION X( 50 2) ,^(502),QNA»5O2).0aO(502J ,0A2( 502 ) ,KAP (8) PRE00090
C PRFOOIOO




1000 FCRMAT (IX,3F1<..5,<.I2X,I3).2(2X,A2)/IX,8A<,/IX,<,E1*.5) PPP00130
SLP2=NL*2 PPPQ0140
00 10*0 J«l,MLP2 PBF00150
= Fin(5,1020) X(J ).R (J l,ONA( JJ.gAO (J ),QA2U) PRP00160
1020 fcsmaT(ix,5EI*,.5J >R C 00170
1040 COTI\UF Pfi=0 H80
w°ITF( 6.1060 ) POCQC190
1060 FC D -tAT t ' 1* .' S'JMMflPy "te 3ESULTS • ///) P° = 0J?OO
wRIT = (6.10"O) XM.XL .'U.NL.NA.NB.NTAB , KNOSE , KTA IL ,KAP (6 ) ,<AP (7) , PRE 02 10
CNA,CA0,CA2, XAC PR e 3T??0
L080 F0BM4T ( <C .' XM=> ,F7.<», T13,'XL=' ,F7.<. ,T36, '0L = ' , F6 .4 , T54, ' "JL^' , 13/ °R C T02 30
•0«, , NA=',I3.Tia, , N8 = ',I3,T36. , NTA3*',l3,T5<.,'NOSE COOE=' ,A2/ PUZO 02*0
•O'.'TML rQOE=' , *2 ,T3&, MD» • . 2A*/«0 • . 'CM A*' ,F6.<,Tl8, , CA0=•, PR C 0250
F6.<,,T3 6,*CA2 = ' ,f !. <.,T5<», XAC= ' ,Fb.3 ) PRF0 0260
CALL 9L0TG(X,P ,NLP2,U1»0,<AP.32, 'RAOIUS R • , 3. 0. , 0. , 0. ,0. . 8 .5.6. ) PR C 0J270
CALL PLO T G U, G\A..\L P2, 1,1, 3, KAP, 32,' QNA» , 3.0..0. , 0..0. ,8.5,6. ) PRE J 02 80
CALL °LnTG<X,GA3.NL°2, I. l.O.KAP, 32. 'QAO', 3,0., 0.,0. ,0., 8.5,6. ) °BP00290
CALL PLOTGIX .0A2.NL P2, 1,1,0, KAP,32, ' QA2' ,3,0.,0.,0.,0.,8.5,6.) PR60O300




//GO.SYSIN 00 * PRE00350
134
//AMIC3250 JC6 (3250,0258), 'AMICHAl X2936 • ,CL AS S»A PRE00010
// EXEC FRTXCLGP PRE0OO20//FC9T.SYSI.N CC • PRE00030/* '. " PKt00340//GC.SYSIN CC • PRE0OJ5O
1 //AMC3250 JCB (3250 ,0258) , 'AM 1CHA1 X2936* .CLASS-
A
PREOOOIO
2 // EXEC FRTXCLGP PRE00020
*** CCC: THIS IS THE FORTRAN IV H 6XTENOE0 PROCEDURE THAT IS A 00010000
•«• COMPILE, LINK-EDIT AND EXECUTE «ITH PLOTTER 00020001
•• 00030000
3 XXFRTxCLG PROC r><SL = SF 000-.0014
4 XXFCRT EXEC P3MMFE*A«,KEGICN=640K OO050O14
5 XXEYSPRINT 00 SYSCUT=* OOO0OUO6
6 X«SYETERH 00 CUW"Y OOO/OOUO
7 XXJYSLU 00 UNI T = SYSCA,SFACE=(CYl , (I ,2) ) .0Ca»eiKSIZ£*34o5 000o00l4
8 XX5YSLT2 00 UN I T=SY SC* . £PACE = ( CYL , (2 ,2 ) ) ,0Cd = 8lKSl ZE=2048 QOOVjOl-.
9 XJSYSLIN 00 OSN^CCej ,SPACE=(3040, (40.40) ) .ONiT = SYSCA, HJCIOUOOQ
xx clSP=(f-CC.PA$S) , iiijuouno
XX CC8=( eLKSlZE=304C, LRtLL=dO,RECFM=FBS ,bUFNO= I ) 00120000
to //fcpi.sysin oc « f :ce»eLKSizt = tJO pkeooojo
11 XXIKEC EXEC °GM = lE'.L ,CCNS=(4,LT,FCPT) 00130017
12 XX5YSFRINT 00 SYSCU1** fliiUOUOo
13 XXSYSLMOD 00 SPAr.E = (CYL, (4,4,m ,0SN-t.LU0U) ,OISP=( .PASS I , uOliOOof
XX UMl T = SYSCJ,i:C5 = 8UFNG=:l OiUoOoOO
14 XX5YSLT1 00 OSN^&SYSLTl .SPAC E= < 1024 , < 120, 120) ) ,UNI T=»SYSCA, +001700)0
XX CC3*dUFNC=l JOlaOOOO
15 XXSYSLIN 00 OSN = CCE"J,CIiF=(CLO,JELETg ) ' OOi'50000
16 XX 00 CSN = iYSl .FRCCL I13(VI»AFPI ,OISP»S^R ')MQ-H>^i
17 XX OC OOVartE^SY'i IN 00210003
18 XXJYSLI3 00 UNI T*335ft,0 I SP= SHK , VLL = S£K=MVS002 , CSN=
S
YSl .PP.ruRTLIS JG22J016
19 XX 00 LNI T=3350,0 ISP-SHR , VCl = SER=MVS003 , C SN=S YS I .MPSLltt 002JU014
20 XX CC UNIT=335U,0 lSP=ih« , VOL =SfcR-MVS003 ,0SN=SYS3. If Sl.UMSL OC2-.0015
21 XX 00 UNlT=3350,01SP*5l-R,vCL = SER*MWi003,CiN=SYSl .VIECPLOT 0025001*
22 XXCC EXEC PG« = *.LKEO. SYSLfCO ,CCNC=( ( 5.LT.LKEL) ,(5,LT ,FCRT) ) 00«:fcO01<'.
23 XXFT05F001 CO CONAME-S YS t
N
00270000
24 XXFTC4FC01 30 SY St:L 1 =• OU2aouuo
25 XXFTC7F001 00 SYS0UT=8 002 9OUUO
26 XXUCTRl 00 0SN = (,£VECTH1 ,OISF= (.PASS) , SP AC E=
(
TKK , I 1, I) I ,UNIT=SYSDA 00300009
27 XXVECTR2 00 CSN = tCVfCTR2.0ISF= (.PASS) ,SPACt=(CYL, (5,5) ) .UMIT-SYSOA DO3L00O9
28 XXHCTLCG OC SYSCUT=« 00320009
29 XXFT15F001 CO CDNA VE = Ft.CT.F ARM 00330009
30 //CC.SYSIN CC «,CCe=HLKS IZE=«C PkcOiuSJ
31 XXFICT EXEC PGV=IFVM4PP,C0N0 = ( 4,LI ) 003-0QU9
32 XXSTEPLID 00 UNI I> 3350 ,0 1 SP = SHR ,VCL=SEft*MVS003
,
CSN-SYSl .VTECPCOT JOj5ool<«
33 XXFLCUOG OC SYSCUT = « 0036OOU9
34 X>;>;VECTR 00 SYSCUT=(A,,;555) \ 00370009
35 XXVECTRl 00 CISO^ICLO.OCLETfc) , OSN^CtVECTRl 00360009
36 XXVECTR2 00 C
I
SP= ( CLC .OELE T E ) , CSN = ttVECTR2 0C3SO009
37 XXVECTTAPE OD DUMMY 00400009
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FILE: CHARTS EXEC A MAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL.
JXCNTPCL ERROR ! ~
C1F .CI FO .PRINTER CGOTt -PRINTER
CIF .tl FQ .PLCTT=R tGQTn -PLOTTER








COPYFILE &NAME FORTRAN A FILE FT01F001 A PLOT FORTRAN A (REPLACE
EXEC SUBMIT PLCT FORTRAN
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G4. Results from AERO/ COWL
G4.1 The symbols used in programs AERO and COWL are defined in AERO
and are presented in Figure G4.1. The values of a, b,, c,, b
2
, c, are





numbers of points used in the program. The cowl angles a, , a
2
were
selected as 20 , 9.5 , respectively.
To create flow at the first cowl in Figure G4.1 which is the same as
for a ramjet inlet, an extension to the body was used. The extension con-
sists of the cone of length a and cylinder of length b-j in Figure G4.1.
The cone angle, B, , is 8 degrees. The value of b, was varied until the
pressure at the first cowl was equal to ambient; a value of b, equal to
7r, gives this condition.
G4.2 The normalized values of the various variables which were
selected are as follow:
a = 7.11 , b
1
= 7. , c
1
a 0.2 , b
2
= 2.13 , c
2
= 1.06 units
- DL = 0.0736, - DL
2
= 0.177 units.
The appropriate numbers of points are:
NA = 203, NB = 200, NC = 6, NB 2
= 61 , NC
2
= 30
The dimensional values are:










G4.3 It was found that the cowl drag coefficient is sensitive to the
magnitude of projected cowl area. For example, another combination of
these variables:
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-DL = 0.138(20°), -DL
2
= 0.243 (9.5°)







Therefore, attention was made to select an inlet shape as smooth as
possible.
G4.4 AERO can produce also graphical results. A typical example is
illustrated in Figure G4.2.
G4.5 Computer Program Users Guide
Use opening commands and compilation similar to that defined in
F2.1, F2.2.
The routine to run AERO on the terminal is defined in program
itself.
The routine to run COWL on the terminal is as follows:






























































































































0.25-0.40 0.25-0.40 0.42 0.827 0.426 9.5 45
0.58
0.25-0.40 0.25-0.40 0.47 0.75 0.426 9.5 45
0.827
0.91
0.25-0.40 0.25-0.40 0.47 0.827 0.27 9.5 45
0.32
0.47
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